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Thank you so much. I appreciate that so much. Thank you. I have known Jane Hansen Hoyt. I have 
known so many of you. We probably needed to connect even earlier, because I am really feeling like 
this is a tribe that is so significant in terms of what is needed right now. What a battalion you are in 
the army of God that can still deliver a knockout blow all over the country and all over the world. 

It is the women that actually have risen up, that have become the new echelon of what God is doing 
for the third great awakening.  

 Key: Women have risen and become key leaders in how the Third Great Awakening is 
unfolding.  

 Key: Women have delivered a fatal blow to the enemy all down through time.  

Women Always Expose the Deceiver 

It is happening in congressional districts. It is happening in school board meetings. It is women that are 
putting the fear of God in those people who are trying to destroy America. Those trying to destroy 
America know how to marginalize men, but they do not know how to do it with women. 

When they try to play race cards or gender cards with moms, it always fails because every woman 
knows that you are messing with my little boy and girl right now. You better just watch what you are 
doing. And they will not go there. It is one of the only times you see the left silent at a board meeting 
is when there is an angry, activist mother on a mission.  

So, I want to just unpack this for a second. For too long Christians were - and I hate to say it, but we 
played into a strategy and the strategy was, even with the seven mountains. I could teach seven 
mountains and I would always have to make sure everyone understood. I never intended it to be done 
seriously as though I was going to ‘take over’ anything. Because, as you know, polite Christians do not 
take over things. 

Dominionist 

They would call us Dominionists. And I was not even sure what a dominionist was. I just knew it did not 
sound good. Then I was talking to somebody, it was just a little while ago, and I said, you know, you 
talk about dominionism as though it is some kind of a bad theology. 
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You do realize that when Jesus comes back, He is coming back as a Dominionist. And you understand 
that the issue of Dominion has to do with the debate about when, not if. He is not planning on 
negotiating or turning the other cheek when He returns. 

This is all a period of time for people to determine what they are going to do. And then there is a 
sentencing day. At that moment, there is no more time to build your case or change your trajectory. 
He is coming as a Judge. He is not coming as your best friend.  

So, I am looking at this period of the end time and I am really wondering, I think we made a mistake in 
America. I think the fear of being labeled a Dominionist caused us to so back up and not want to 
tamper with any field of cultural engagement for fear that we would go too far or justify criticism.  

 Key: God spoke about dominion from the beginning and told His people to rule over and to 
oversee the things of the world.  

Mostly it is a preacher thing, because the preachers are the ones that really should have been early on 
saying, I mean, I saw it and I would say it, which is probably why I ended up going into the political 
arena faster than other people, because I saw it all. I said media, arts and entertainment, academia, 
corporate business, government and courts. These are the areas where the gates of hell will continue 
to solidify a strong hold and they will not coexist with you. They will put you out of business. 

 Key: The gates of influence were meant to be occupied by God’s people, not hell’s.  

And as I was looking at that and I saw that developing, I began to do more. I was preaching in those 
seven mountains and Christians, oh, I got tons of Christian, you know themes that the Bible addresses 
an awful lot. But I found a vacuum was forming in that one area concerning the gates of influence.  

Conversation with Annabelle 

But before I get carried away with that. It is always with trepidation that I bring my wife to a microphone 
because she is the most forthright and honest person in the world. Which means that she will 
sometimes say things that I was not ready for. 

But I did want to bring up the fact that Annabella is a model of something that I think is all about reset. 
It has to do with this idea of recalibrating. I am bringing her up here for this reason because it was I do 
not know, when did you start doing the ministry? It was at Nancy's event now that I think about it.  

Annabelle: It was like around three years ago. It started, we started with a few families, but then it 
took off. Sometimes you do not plan these things.  

Lance: Yes, I was up with Dutch Sheets. Curiously enough, Dutch last year, we were together up with 
Nancy Hansen at a prayer rally in Philadelphia. And I was up there and it was our anniversary at that 
time. When Nancy heard it was our anniversary, she said, “I want you to go out to dinner.” And so we 
had a date night.  
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Annabelle: Romantic.  

Lance: Yeah, a romantic date night or something like that. I was in the middle of a prayer rally for the 
saving of America. While we were at dinner and Annabelle and I are sitting there, I want to talk about 
whatever she wants to talk about. She is going on and on about this vision she has for single mothers 
that are raising children - that they do not have any resources. The kids do not have beds. They do not 
have anything. They totally are a lost kind of like people group. Politically they are used as pawns in a 
political game, but nobody cares about them.  

They live in a kind of a tragic existence of negligence, because unless you see the need and go in there 
- the government is so all over the place. You think they are doing something, but they are not. Then 
they are not addressing the problems that are in the inner city. They are not addressing the problems 
with single mothers and the under-resourced families. 

 Key: God never intended for governments to take care of people. He intends for His people to 
take care of people. 

So she is talking about this the whole night. At one point, I realize that she is not changing the subject. 
It is not like, “Well, what is new with you?” You ever notice what you talk about, but she was going on 
and on and on. And the Holy Spirit said, “Listen to what she is saying.” Because you see, this is 
happening for many women in the body of Christ. There is a period of life where you are giving yourself 
to nurture your family, or a work, or a ministry, or your husband, and what he is doing and then a 
strange thing starts to happen. 

A Personal Reset or Recalibration that Fine Tunes Destiny 

The guy might become a little bit more sentimental about grandkids and family and being more 
sedentary and more kind of like focused on not going around the world. And the wife, the woman at 
that point starts to feel like she is still got something to do and she has got to do it.  

So, I felt I wanted you to hear that, because this is about the reset. It is about recalibrating with your 
own destiny. 

 Key: No matter one’s age, destiny is still at work. 

The fact is that there is a strange crossing that takes place somewhere right about now in our trajectory 
of age, where women with unfinished assignments are authorized to do the thing that they are 
supposed to do. And it is no longer connected to what someone else was doing. It is what they are 
called to do. 

And that is a bit awkward because women are designed as helpmates to fulfill and complete 
something. So that means that we (as men) have to kind of come alongside and help you do what you 
are called to do. Does that make sense? So, Annabelle that is what I am saying. 
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Annabelle: So, Lance is falling in love with the 10 and 11-year-olds. We have kids church at my house 
every day. So, we go to church now with these three little boys and they come over and they play with 
the Nerf guns. 

But anyway, the thing is like so exciting because we just had a little water disaster in our house, so we 
had to give away a bedroom set. When I called Center for Transforming Lives, that id the YWCA in Fort 
Worth, they changed their name, I just asked them who needed a bedroom set. And they told me that 
this lady, Thai Lynn, needed a bedroom set.  

She just came out of homelessness. And so, when I called her to make the delivery plans, she said, 
“Yeah, I need a bedroom set, but can you get my seven-year-old a bed? He never slept on a bed in his 
life.” And then I said, “Wait, wait, wait, wait! What does that mean?” And she said, “He slept in the car. 
He slept on the floor. He slept on the couch. He slept on an air mattress, but he never slept on a bed.” 

So, my friend, Wanda, was with me and she is like, not on my watch! So, Wanda bought the first twin 
bed and now we have bought way over 300 beds since two years ago when we really got into beds. 

Today - just today, - Mattress Firm just gave us a 26-foot truck full of beds, a 16-foot truck full of beds, 
and the 16-foot truck had to go back because they could not fit all the beds and a car full of beds. So, 
we are in the bed business.  

Lance: Yeah. So anyways, so the Lord is telling me, “Hey, you have to make room for this vision. It is 
going to be a little awkward at times.” I was home one day and the doorbell is ringing, and Amazon is 
dropping off boxes. I did not know that Annabelle needed a warehouse for her project. Our house was 
the warehouse. So, I am piling up these boxes in the middle of our living room there and now it is 
looking like at the Alamo. I am recreating physical architecture. Well. when she comes home, it is over 
my head. And I said, “What in the world?” She says, “Oh, that is like the mattresses and the cushion.” 

Annabelle: No, that was the bedding. That was all Christmas presents. It was right there.  

Lance: The bedding. Christmas presents.  

Annabelle: Lots of good stuff. Coats. Clothes. 

Lance: So at that point, I said, we really - listen, this is not going to last forever. So, we have to get you 
a storage unit. How much do you have now? 

Annabelle: Well, right now we have five warehouses and it is 9000 square feet. We had to get a new 
one today because we did not have any room. I know you said no more, but what was I going to do 
with all the rest of those beds? You were in the car with me when I saw… 

Lance: Yeah, I know. But I was not thinking I was agreeing. OK, so then I thought I was nodding to an 
update and I was not nodding…okay. 

Annabelle: Selective listening. 
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Lance: Yeah. So, but then we do have like this 26-foot truck she is calling in and it comes in, you know, 
so and I realized something here. 

Annabelle: You hear that shock in his voice? 

Lance: Yeah. Well, 26-foot truck in your driveway is a big truck to suddenly have somebody be 
delivering. 

So, I am here to say that there is a thing happening. And how many of you, you ladies particularly feel 
like this is an important word for you? That part of the reset is to recalibrate with your own dreams 
and visions from previous seasons for things that you wanted to see done or it is an activation of a 
gift where it might not be an enterprise like this, but it is where you are called to become like a 
precinct captain or something. And we went there and the political call is there, because I am telling 
you, at our age, there is something happening.  

 Key: Look again at the dreams in your heart and see what Holy Spirit is causing to rise to the 
surface at this point in history. 

We are not Defined by Age 

There are two thoughts I want to share with you. I do not want you to ever forget. Kenneth Hagan 
said this, and I heard this when I was in my forties and fifties. I never forgot it. And I thought I will need 
that later on in life.  

He was starting to forget things and then he caught himself saying, “Well, you know, that is what 
happens when you get my age. You start forgetting things. And the Holy Spirit spoke up inside him and 
said, “You are transformed by the renewing of your mind. Do you think your mind age is in a hundred 
years? Do you think that the thousand-year old angels are a little slower than the five hundred-year 
old angels?”  

In other words, in the age to come, are you slowed? In other words, your mind is part of the function 
of your soul and your soul does not fatigue. Your body may wear down, but your inner man actually 
is getting stronger.  

 Key: The inner man lives in the Presence of God and is always strong and never weak.  

 Key: Age is not a defining factor in who you are in God’s sight.  

That is why I get a kick out of some of you. I see you jump up in the aisle and start dancing around and 
running around because your inner man is still running around sanctuaries even if your body says, 
“Watch out for that person!” So, you do not have to fatigue in your soul or buy into the fact that you 
are slowing down.  

The second thing I want you to know is your mind is spiritual and your soul does not age. It matures. It 
does not age. Your body does stuff in your soul, but your mind does not have to.  
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 Key: The mind is spiritual and the soul does not age.  

I want you to know that I just turned sixty-five and I cannot believe it because at sixty-five my dad 
retired in the oil business. He did not ever really retire. He is still in business for himself. He left the oil 
business he was working at and started his own company.  

I want you know something, sixty-five is not what it used to be. I am not saying that because I turned 
sixty-five. It was fortunately in my bloodline. My dad would go on and start his own business after that. 
But most people are retiring in their head at the wrong time. 

I was just thinking about this. Donald Trump was considering running for President when he was sixty-
five and decided to do it when he was 70. So, he is seventy-five now. So, what I am saying is the age 
factor, you got to be very careful what you agree with, because your agreements authorize your 
experience. 

 Key: What you speak out your mouth, your body tries to conform. Speak life and align with 
Heaven. 

Dual Generational Move 

Your greatest and most useful days are in front of you right now. And I am not saying that because 
this is in older audience. I am saying it because I know what the mind of the Spirit is. You see, there 
is a dual generation move that God has for the last days where the fathers have turned their hearts 
to their children, the children to their fathers.  

I think about that when this mischievous way that God got me involved with Annabelle's ministry. It 
would not be through mattresses and bedding and pillows and kitchen things and storehouses and all 
the tables or the lovely moms that she works with. Which can be exasperating at times working with 
them. I mean, you know, they are calling her up because she is like Mama Belle. These are her like her 
daughters out there. She is helping them get their lives together. 

But their 10-year old sons, I am thinking that we have to get them in church. So, I am taking them to 
church. Then after church, we have to do something. So, I end up becoming like the children's pastor 
and nobody is as much fun as me because I am a big kid and I have a credit card. So, next thing you 
know, I start to love these 10-year old, but then they are telling their other friends. 

So, they are bringing their other friends to church - not really for church, but for hanging out afterwards 
so they could all be in my house. Now my heart is getting engaged with all these young 10-year old 
young men and I am seeing that with the right fathers and the right influence, there is no young man 
at 10 that has to go the way of crime if they have the right family and church.  

Here is my point. We backed up from challenging the world system and we are letting them mess 
everything up while we are polite and not being dominionist. What we should be doing is saying God 
has a system for economics. You are messing it up! 
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Do you know that the Bible says, “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds 
out of the mouth of God.” When did we decide to rewrite that and say ‘Christians shall not live by bread 
alone.’ This is God's intention for mankind, not just for Christians. Man shall not live by bread alone.  

Every system, from education to marriage to gender identity - every realm the devil is messing around 
with right now, God has a word that is a truth that can correct and fix and bring health and healing. It 
is a fact.  

 Key: For every ailment in society, the answer can be found in God.  

So, do you have anything else you want to say, honey, while I am up here?  

Annabelle: If you want to hear more about Furnishing Families of Texas, that is the website. We are 
going to have them in every major city in the country. 

There is already people coming up all over the place saying, “How do we do this? How do we do that?” 
The truth of the matter is, we do not know how we did it. God did it. Look, we started it and then He 
keeps breathing on it. 

It causes us to shake. I am not kidding. We are not Quakers or anything, but we do stand around praying 
and all of a sudden, we are like, oh my God, this is so exciting. 

Lance: Yes, it is.  

Annabelle: There are a lot of men involved, too. It is not only a bunch of women.  

Lance: Thank you Annabelle.  

So, we got that we got the white board here, but I want you to see this because it is a picture. What 
happens with men, what happens with women is kind of a curious thing. 

And it is this trajectory right here and it goes like this. That does not 
mean you have to separate. What it does mean is that the men are 
focused on the task, the mission. And as they get older, they start 
focusing more on like, you know, you will see, it will be on the kids 
or on the home. It is on something a little more domestic. Women, 
on the other hand, are focused on the family in this stage and trying 
to support their husband and what they are doing. Then their 
parents as they are getting older. But then they hit this point here 
and then they have their task. 

See task is where the men start, but task is where many women get 
to finish. And so, you have to see that this is the recalibration that has to happen. And so, in a couple 
you have to have the recalibration with yourself, with God and with the significant others in your life. 
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Recalibrating with God and Others 

And here is what I mean by that. In order to have a reset, to make this something less abstract and 
spiritual, which I will definitely get into, it has to also be something you can execute. Every five or seven 
years, the biblical cycle is Shmeat. You really have to have a sit down and do an analysis of your 
relationship and marriage or with your children, for instance, because if you are really a believer, you 
are not the same person you were seven or 10 years ago. 

I was such a neophyte in areas of politics and worldly affairs. I was just full tilt boogie revival, Holy 
Ghost, praying in tongues, signs, wonders. I taught seven mountains purely from a here is how the 
world works so someone else can go in there and know that it is a legitimate thing to go into business, 
that you are just as called for your mountain as I am for the ministry. And I was over there in the church 
world. 

Well, if I had to meet with myself seven or eight years ago, I would not recognize myself because I am 
a lot more cynical about how the world works now, because I actually understand it better. And I realize 
that some of the changes that I thought were going to happen are not going to happen. Unless the 
Kingdom come, the devil will not go.  

Anyway, you had that conversation with your spouse and you say, how am I different now than I was 
when we married? How am I different now than I was? In other words, it is up to you to get clear on 
how you are different and you need to have the conversation with yourself. How am I different now 
than I was? Because if you are growing, something should be changing and your thinking has to mature 
and your capacity for self-awareness has to increase. I noticed this about me more now than I did. And 
before I might not have seen it, but I own it now. I see that I have this tendency.  

 Key: As we grow, the ways in which we interact with others and with God have to go to higher 
levels of relationship. 

So, your relationship with God has to go there. Some people never recalibrate with God. That is why I 
am always interested when people do these name changes. Well his name is not that anymore, he 
changed to that. Well, they would have these conversations with God and God would help give them 
an identity upgrade by changing their name. And so, like Abram became Abraham and, you know, 
various other people had this happen. 

But the point is, you actually have to talk to the Lord about who are you now that you need to embrace 
and you have to grow into it. I realized this when people started coming up to me and I realized that I 
see myself as a peer, but I am not a peer anymore in the eyes of a lot of people that do not know me 
as a peer. They actually take me seriously.  

I mean, I realized when I was starting to do broadcasting, it was one thing when it was me ranting alone 
at night and I am wondering what other kind of eccentric person would be up at one o'clock in the 
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morning praying in tongues and talking politics. Then one day I noticed it was 60,000 people. And then 
I looked at how many people is sixty thousand, and I saw stadiums filled with people. 

The next time I turned the phone on, I almost had a panic attack, because now I could see that there 
were people there. I was far freer when I did not see anybody. But I began to realize what I say has an 
impact on people. What I am doing is going to have an impact. And they actually look to me to have 
insight and not just rants.  

Does that make sense to you? Because you might have more authority then you are exercising 
because you never upgraded your own self-identity. 

Why do you think we love prophecy so much, even at this age? So many of us in our senior years cannot 
wait to get a word.  

The majority of prophecy is you hearing someone else tell you what you secretly wish you could agree 
with God on for yourself, hoping that their insight is going to catalyze in you a greater appropriation of 
whatever it is that you are trying to become, which is a fancy way of saying you simply do not agree 
with who God says you are, so you get excited when a prophet tells you. How about from God's 
perspective, do you think He is actually enjoying that? 

 Key: Learn to agree with what God says about you whether or not you receive a prophecy 
about it.  

I listened to Joyce Meyers once. She said, “You know, when I was young, when I had to write that big 
check - because I remember this, I was this way with Annabelle. She was always the eager giver. And I 
was a little more Jewish. I give, but I was counting the cost - Joyce said, “oh, you know, when you start 
out and you put that 20-dollar bill in the offering you have to get a confirmation, you have to get peace 
in your spirit and a Bible verse. You know, if it is a hundred-dollar check. Oh, you really have to hear 
God on that, there has to be a little witness, the witness of the Spirit. You talk with your spouse, you 
got to pray about it. Pray over it, too. The two of you have to agree. Now, after you have done that, I 
do not need to go through all that. When God tells me to write a check, I just write it.” 

Her point was, the more mature you get, the less of an ordeal it should be for God to convince you of 
something. And if you don't mind me saying so, the Almighty would like you to know that He wants 
you to get past the need to feel affirmed and loved and chosen and valued. 

 Key: As you mature in God, be quicker to obey! 

You are the adults now in the room. You are not adolescents anymore. It is time you recalibrated with 
God and ask the Lord, who am I? And if you really do not know, if you have two or three good friends - 
prophetic prayer partners, ask them to help you get that recalibration upgraded identity. 

» Who do you see me as and what do you see me doing that I have never done before?  
» Who do you see me becoming? 
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These are the questions you want to ask them. And do not talk. Give them permission to give you clarity 
on where they see you now, what they see you doing and who they see you becoming and activating. 
Because you have to go there because the world needs you to show up. 

 Key: The world needs us to show up in our God-given identity, not anything less.  

If you show up small, you are not giving God a big platform. Does that make sense to you? So, the Lord 
wants us to move into that task.  

By the way, it is so great to hear about that precinct story, because I have to say, lately I have had this 
verse popping out at me each time I open the Bible and it was kind of bothering me. Ever have a Bible 
where it opens in a certain place and you are wondering if it is because of the crease in the Bible or if 
God is trying to talk to you? But now, if you got more than one Bible and it pops open on it, you are in 
trouble.  

What Do You Want ME To Do For You? 

Here it is. This is a wild verse. What are you going to do when Jesus says this one to you? “What do you 
want Me to do for you?” This is a very perplexing thing for the Almighty to say to you, but He is saying 
it to you right now. The Lord is saying, “What do you want Me to do for you?” Luke 18:41 Because what 
I realize is we kind of become addicted to narrating the problem.  

One day I was walking around the neighborhood and I was talking about the challenges I was having in 
Jewish terms. It is called kvetching. In Psalmist language, I was pouring out my complaint unto the Lord. 
And I am walking around my neighborhood and I am talking about the financial challenges and how 
ever since I left the business world and the ministry, people think I am in business, so nobody is giving 
me any money. 

They think I am rich and they are always hitting me up for money. I am a nonprofit! I taught these seven 
mountains and how am I going to help the seven mountains? We need to get the message out. We 
need to get people away.  

And the Lord stopped me? He said, “Well, will you stop rehearsing to Me the nature of the problem? I 
want you to start praying Bible prayers, not your complaining prayers that you are calling communion 
with God. Stop telling Me what is not working and what is wrong and start telling Me what you want 
to see manifested as in showing up.”  

I will tell you what, it took me one more trip around the block to come up with the Biblical conversation 
with God. 

I was thinking, “Oh my gosh, I am so used to pouring out my anxieties, my fears, my uncertainties, my 
needs, my longings, my yearnings, the problems of the world etc. I am more feminine than I thought 
now that I think about it. 
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Pray the Solution, not the Need 

Then after a whole block, I came up with this. “What does the solution look like?” The Lord said, “Pray 
the solution.” 

Even though I was understanding what He said the first time, the solution is, “What do you want to 
see?” Oh, OK.  

What I want to see: I want to see maybe 100 or 200 business people that are really motivated going 
away to a grand event at a great resort somewhere. I want it to be a first-class resort. We are going to 
go away and it will be like a vacation, but it is a vacation with God. And I get to teach them. I will have 
other preachers around that I like to hang around and we are going to fellowship and we are going to 
get in the Word and it is going to be a first-class kind of vacation resort experience.  

I say, all right, I can work with that. I was thinking, that is so unrealistic. Aren't You listening to me when 
I am telling you what the problems are? Within a week or two, we start having these things. I said, “This 
is like a dream. It is a dream.” 

So, I said, “All right, that is it! We are going to call it a Dream Trip.” And I just did like 20 dream trips to 
exotic locations. And people showed up and we had to cut it off at a hundred people, but it was like we 
just did it. And the reason it happened is because I stopped rehearsing the problem and started saying, 
here is what the solution looks like.  

You know, I was talking to Jesse Duplantis the other night. I hardly ever get to talk to him, but I am 
running into him because of the Flash Point program. It is like the number one program in all of 
Copelands Victory Network. It is a news analysis program which a lot of the Word of Faith people do 
not know what to do with that, because that is not exactly what they do. But it is like, come on. “You 
don't think that the Bible addresses current events?”  

Jesse Duplantis said, “I got a Jet.” He smiled all the time. This is an interesting fellow. “I got myself a 
new jet. I will tell you, truth is when I found out how much it costs, I did not necessarily have faith for 
the jet. The Lord said, ‘Jesse, I did not tell you to have faith for millions. I said, just believe for a jet.” 

Faith Calls the Promise Forth 

So, you see, you can put your faith on the manifestation of what you want. You do not have to 
exasperate your faith by trying to believe for X millions of dollars. Just see the finished product and 
call it in. That is your job. You see the finished product and call it in. Somebody over there got what I 
am saying. Anybody over here hearing what I am talking about. I am talking about this. This is because 
it is for America, for the world right now. 

 Key: Faith sees the finished product and calls it in. 

We could become, if we are not careful, expert clinicians at describing what does not work. Here is the 
deal. The Left in media is in denial. So there goes like a lie all the time. They do not even want to 
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recognize what is going on. The danger in the conservative world is they tell you the truth but unless 
they are Pentecostal, they do not have any hope.  

Lance “Rush” Wallnau – A Recalibrated Identity 

The Lord said to me, “What do you want Me to do for you?”. The first thing I prayed I thought I would 
be like Solomon, you know, someone like Solomon that I might have an ear to hear. I wanted to please 
Jesus with the right answer to that. I said, “Oh that I would have a heart that would please You, and 
live a life that would please You.” 

It took me a while to realize that that sounded like a good spiritual answer, but it was not what He was 
asking. And it is like He is saying, “Oh, not you! You are going to go religious on Me, too?” 

“Oh that I would have a heart that pleases You!”  

I tell You the truth. I miss Rush Limbaugh. I miss him. I will tell You what, 20 million Americans miss 
him, too - and a whole lot of them are Christians, because at least he would tell you the truth. 

He is the mayor of Realville, but somehow, he provided you with that certainty. Every day you could go 
hear his voice and he gave you - you never had to worry about a weird prophecy from him - he just says 
what is going to happen and it happened. And he never lets you get too despairing or too 
overoptimistic. Rush kind of kept it real, right there and always full of hope. And I miss that. And I 
prayed. I was upset. I said I prayed so hard for him to be healed and he did not get healed.  

I prayed for Donald Trump. You know, to have success in that second term. And look at all the mess we 
got. I was honest with the Lord about this stuff anyway.  

So, He says to me, “What do you want Me to do for you?” Man, it is so hard when He does that to me, 
I said, “Well, I am sixty-five. It is kind of old to learn how to do broadcast journalism. I do not even have 
a radio show. I can just start with podcasting and radio is kind of out. Everyone is telling me anyway. 
But I want to step into the void where Rush was. But I am Pentecostal. I need to be a Pentecostal Rush 
Limbaugh.  

Now, that is going to be very weird because just about the time people are going to start despairing or 
we have our open mike Friday and people start calling in, we are going to have to break out in prayer, 
bind the devil and pray in tongues. It will be the world's most unusual radio broadcast. And I said, “By 
the way, when he was younger, he had those Rush to Excellence Tours all over the country. So, I think 
we need to have some arena events. We need some Holy Ghost arena events. 

I am telling you, I am prophesying to you that there are 80 million people who voted for Donald Trump. 
Half of those people are saved. At least when you are frustrated, there is a hope of possibly an 
awakening or a rapture or something. 

But what about the other 40 million miserable Americans? They kind of believe in God, they love the 
flag and they are looking for Donald Trump again. They are worried about the future. You have got such 
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a low hanging fruit. I am telling you, we got at least 20 or 30 million souls right there registered to the 
Republican Party, ready to cash it in. There is your Rush to Excellence Tours.  

I think we need to have some rallies. I think it will be very weird. I have not seen it yet. I have not seen 
that merger of politically relevant truth-telling, conservative powerpack and anointed great awakening, 
preaching with an altar call and worship experience yet. 

But I am laying this on you, because if I can put anyone in charge of this thing, it is going to be Aglow 
International. You guys got to help me with it. Now you have to agree with it. They have to really 
believe it, and I am not trying to create any discord here, but we do have a whole nation to save.  

So the Lord, He heard me finally. He said, “Oh, well now there is an answer. At least you gave Me an 
answer to My question, ‘what do you want Me to do for you?” You know what, I start this week. 

I do not even know what I am going to do. I just started doing my Pentecostal Rush Limbaugh broadcast. 
I did it before I came here. Nobody on my staff understood what I was talking about. I said, I want this 
song. I want this music. I want these sound effects. They thought I lost my mind. I finally just forced 
them to do it. I said play that song. Then they came out after I did my little broadcast, and they said, 
well that was kind of good. I go, yeah, I know it was kind of good. This is what I am supposed to do. This 
is my recalibrated identity. Does that make sense?  

Now, if that can happen for me at sixty-five and if Annabelle can be doing this at forty-five. Then there 
is room for everyone in this room to start to recalibrate.  

Now, I will tell you something else. This is what I am saying. You really do not need to have a prophecy. 
Now prophecy is great. Prophecy is for real. What I want you to hear, what would you just break down 
in tears if a prophet, came out and told you? Well, write that down. 

I had a friend of mine who was going into surgery and he came through it. He came through it great. 
He looks at me and he goes, “Well, you know, I was just fortunate.” We are with a bunch of guys. He 
goes, “Well, I got a word from a prophet. And the word was that I was going to pull through this thing. 
I was actually going to be an old man before I was finished.” I said, “Wow.” He said, “Yes, I knew I was 
going to be like ‘99 or 92 or 93 years old.” I said, “That is wild.” He says to me, “I am going to be strong 
right up to then.” So that is such great news. So everybody left, I said, “Just out of curiosity, I noticed 
that you did not mention who the prophet was, but who was the prophet?” He goes, “Oh,” looks 
around and goes, “It was me.” 

He said, “I realize I am waiting for some prophet to come tell me this, and the Lord said to me, I already 
told you. What are you waiting for someone else to tell you for? Don't you hear Me?” Remember what 
I said about Joyce Meyers with that offering teaching? 

 Key: When the Lord speaks something to you personally, believe it then. You do not need 
another to come and tell you what the Lord has already spoken to you. 
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Unfinished Assignments 

You do not need to have a prophet come, have to have confirmation, a prophetic dream, angels show 
up, or one of your friends knock on the door at 3 a.m. and say, “I saw the same vision.” It should get 
easier after a while. You do not have to have five confirmations because the longer you go with God, it 
should be easy for Him to confirm stuff to you.  

Alright, well. I was not planning on talking about any of this tonight.  

I was listening to those ladies talking earlier, and it got me thinking about this stuff. I want to give you 
one picture before we are finished. I will give you another one tomorrow morning. 

One of the things that we have to do is, we have to make the complex simple so that we can execute it.  

Oh, by the way, the other thing the Lord told me to tell you is, do not agree with your memory going 
because your mind is not your brain. Your brain may be fatigued, but your mind is the part that is 
eternal. And so, your operating system is the renewing of your mind, not the vitamin surplus in your 
brain.  

 Key: Your mind is eternal. Do not make an agreement with memory loss, etc. Renew your 
mind with His Word.  

Secondly, when you get those aches and pains and panic attacks and then as we get older, people are 
going to the hospital. I got a word for you on this. Let's just get this one straight now and clean it up 
fast. Your greatest argument with death, is not the grandkids or their wife or your husband. It's an 
unfinished assignment. 

 Key: Your greatest argument with death is unfinished assignments.  

I got that one when I was with Senator Mike Crotts down there in Georgia. And the guy dies. It is a word 
from Kim Klement. Mike is supposed to be in politics. He is on the campaign trail, dies, has a heart 
attack. 

He said that he was 15 minutes there outside the Marriott Hotel, and then another 30 minutes over in 
the emergency room. They are trying to resuscitate him. He has been forty-five minutes dead and he 
is in a vision with Jesus. 

This is at the Garden of Eden outside of paradise. You know if he goes too far, he will get sucked in and 
he will never come back. He wants the Lord to send his son and his wife, Phyllis, to him here. He is 
happy. He does not want to go back in his body. Nobody that goes there, by the way, wants to come 
here.  

And the Lord says to him, I want to show you something. He shows him this lake over there with these 
circles and spheres, ripples almost like the carpet right here, ripple effect, ripples, a shaking is 
happening in the earth. He sees people standing up in their ordinary professions and spheres of 
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occupation, standing immovable and unshakable and people coming towards the islands of stability in 
the midst of a world that is shaking. And the Lord says, “you are called to go into the government arena. 
That is what your assignment is. You are not ready. You are not supposed to be here yet. You have an 
unfinished assignment, Mike.”  

And at that moment, his wife, Phyllis, has been prophesying the word of the Lord. “The Lord says you 
are going to have a son named Caleb and you are going to be walking a political office. Michael, you 
have not been in politics yet.”  

And they are trying to pull her out of the emergency room because she is acting like a delirious 
Pentecostal and she is fighting her way back. Finally, she grabs his leg and while he is up there having 
this conversation with Jesus, his wife is doing all the work getting him back into his body.  

The security guy pulls her off his body and she comes back in and jumps in one more time and slaps 
her hands, and says, “Michael, come back into your body now!” And she just looks at him and says, 
“That is it.” And he comes back.  

But all of a sudden, this guy is supposed to be dead, all the lights are beep, beep, beep, beep, they are 
freaking out. And the doctor turns around and looks at Phyllis. He says, “Now you have done it.” She is 
a young charismatic. “What did I do? Did I do something wrong?” He says, “We will be fortunate if we 
can sustain him in a coma. He will be brain dead.” She thought, oh my God, did I do something wrong? 
She thought maybe she should not have prayed that way. She brought him back and she is supposed 
to leave him there and she is all confused. And the next day, Mike's brain comes back 100 percent and 
he goes on to get elected a couple of times. 

In our talking about this afterward, I said, “This is so interesting, because what kept you alive was not 
your wife's prayers or your prophecies. What kept you alive was the unfinished assignment and the 
command to come back into alignment with the unfinished assignment.” 

America is too Young to Die 

America is too young to die. As republics go, we have only been around 300 some odd years. It is a 
young experiment, but on those lofty heights of the southern mountains, they have been taken over 
by a priesthood from hell that are like elders operating at the gates, unleashing all kinds of ghastly and 
bizarre things into this young nation.  

What we have to do is, we have to contend for the unfinished assignment that is on America. And it 
comes down to one thing, it is the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia, it is the Statue of Liberty, it is one-word 
God gave us – ‘liberty’. 

You cannot have liberty unless you have economic independence because you are a slave economically, 
unless you have financial self-sufficiency. And God gave that to us and now we are watching this 
insidious erosion. At the root of it, you are seeing the loss of freedom in every turn, right on down to 
the freedom to think your own thoughts and speak your own words and gather with your own people. 
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And I believe that it is an overreach from the devil, but only the body of Christ has the authority to 
deal with the gates of hell. It is not going to be Ben Shapiro on The Daily Wire. It is not going to be 
some Mitch McConnell certainly doddering around in the Senate. It is going to be the invigorated, 
powerful Body of Christ.  

 Key: Only the Body of Christ has the authority to deal with the gates of hell.  

I think the church itself needs its own recalibration. It is not just the women and the men here in 
Aglow. It is the actual Body of Christ that needs an upgrade in the places where we see ourselves as 
domestic house pets, we need to see ourselves as lions. We are not that tame.  

I want to see if I can get Dutch to talk about a vision or a dream he had or something someone sent 
him. But it struck him and me when he said it. And it was about the importance of birthing something 
right now. There is this dangerous moment when there is a whole flock of what looks like sheep that 
are that are supposed to be lions and they are in this halfway phase of being half lion, half sheep. But 
if they do not go through the complete reset, if they do not merge into their full identity, then there is 
a lost harvest. What God wants to do cannot be done by an army of docile, intimidated, uncertain 
sheep in search of their prophetic word. And so, right now, that lion is on the inside of you. And that is 
called boldness. 

 Key: We must allow ourselves to be transformed fully into who God needs us to be at this 
point in history.  

I know that we have all kinds of dysfunctions. Every time I want to take a step forward, the devil reminds 
me of every sin I have ever committed or everything I have done wrong or everything that is not 
adequate in my life.  

 Key: Life in God awareness, not sin consciousness.  

The Lord helped me again this week with another revelation. And every time God speaks to me, it is 
amazing how bluntly clear it is. He said, “You know what your problem is?” I said, “Well Lord, I know 
there are certain sins I must put under. I know certain things I have to fast and pray. I must become 
more like Jesus.”  

“Oh, stop it. Do you know My solution for your tortured, fragile, addicted self? My remedy for you was 
not a healing session. My remedy for you was execution.” 

Do you realize how much therapy we are trying to get people through when God's solution was a Cross? 
What are we trying to do, heal the fallen nature? Remedy it? 

 Key: The only thing to do with the old man/nature, is let him stay dead from when he was 
crucified with Christ on the Cross. 
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The truth of the matter is, God's solution was a Cross. Jesus took our old man with Him. “If any man be 
in Christ he is a new creature, old things have passed away.” Well, forget that, I am crucified with 
Christ, nevertheless, I live, yet not I, but Christ that lives in me. When He died, you died. When He was 
buried, you were buried. When He rose, you rose. And all your therapeutic needs and necessities were 
nailed to the Cross. 

Maybe we should start from that premise, Lord, rather than healing, we start from execution.  

I remember one day our church was singing as the deer panteth for the water. We were panting and 
thirsting and thirsting and panting for months and months as the deer. Finally, other people gasped as 
though I had said something blasphemous. I went up to the pulpit one day and I said, “Would someone 
shoot that deer and put it out of its misery? Oh, God, I am longing for God, and every meeting I come 
to we are panting and all, and we are malnourished and we are dying.” You know what I am talking 
about?  

Christian Nationalism 

What do you want Me to do for you? I believe America is too young to die. And your greatest argument 
with death is an unfinished assignment, and I am not willing to let liberty be taken from me anymore. 
Anything that is suppressing and holding you back from your freedom, draw the line right there and 
stand there.  

Anyway, let me give you one really important revelation. I want you to see this, because this is very 
important. 

I did this event with Hank Kunneman (U.S. Pastor) and we did this arena event out in Omaha, NE - Rush 
to Excellence. I am thinking we need to have these arena meetings.  

The new dominionism freak out is ‘Christian Nationalism’. “Well, you are not a Christian nationalist, are 
you?” Well, I am a Christian and I hate to see the nation get flushed down the toilet. I guess I am. I do 
not know. It depends on what you mean.  

One guy said to me once in a rally I went to, “Well, I will tell you what. I will take the flag up any day if 
I can take that flag to bring people to the Cross. When he said, “I will carry the flag to bring people to 
the Cross”, I got my understanding of what I want to do as a Christian Nationalist. I want to be a 
Christian talking about how the nation can be saved. And it is only going to come through Christ and 
bring people to the Cross, because that's the only solution for America.  

 Key: The only solution for any nation is people coming to Christ.  

I have a book that I wrote it before the election so that we could pray for Trump. I never was able to 
predict that he would certainly win, because here is what I wrote. I wrote, the election will be won by 
Trump. It is so prophetic. I wrote for a little too refined. I should be writing for a fifth-grade reading 
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level. I wrote it for like a college thesis, but I wanted to make sure I was on record for why I think the 
things I think. There is a system of thought behind it. 

Woke: A New Religion Fused with Government 

Why it is that Christianity has been replaced by a new sacred? The reason why woke is so dangerous 
is, it is a new religion. It is a religion fused with government. Something the government was supposed 
to never do was become the advocate for our religion. This is why we have the amendments of the Bill 
of Rights, etcetera, to protect us from this overreach. But government now has a religion and it is the 
woke faith. That is why you are treated like a blasphemer when you disagree with it.  

I wrote about this in the first chapter and then I wrote about the passport. Come this is like before 
Covid was really like the big deal. I wrote, “There will be a passport that is going to be used with digital 
currency attached to it. It is going to be tied into some kind of a vaccine related health passport.” I 
predicted in the book you can read it.  

I talked about reset. And the reset the world is talking about is European Davos reset after the nuts in 
Washington drive up our debt to such an unsolvable level like they are trying to do right now. The dollar 
gets devalued. The American currency goes into a tailspin, and the world goes through a global reset. I 
write it out. I wrote about what the dangers are and how it has to be dealt with.  

America Has an Unfinished Assignment 

I said and when it comes to the future for America, what I have is this, it is the journey of the apostle 
Paul. Paul had an unfinished assignment to go to Rome. Satan tried to kill him on the way there, tried 
to sink the ship he was on. He told them what to do. He said, “Do not leave this port.” 

America cannot afford to leave the port that it is in.  

Then I predicted this in the book, I said, Trump will win the election. It will be like a landslide. Overnight, 
the news is going to shut down. Everything will go blank. Over the next two to three days, you will see 
ballots mysteriously showing up in the swing states, and I even named which ones they were going to 
be. And then suddenly it is going to be a ballot/Biden harvest. And he will be the illegitimate president 
announced.  

My only error in my book was one of duration, maybe not even one of error at all. I said eventually 
when the evidence comes out as fraud, it will have to go to some form of litigation. Because the country 
will be so divided over it that some courts are going to have to decide whether the evidence is legal or 
not for decertifying a false result. Well, my gosh, that analysis was started today in Arizona.  

Now, having said that, I am not one of the prophets saying that Donald Trump is going to be back in 
the White House because the system is so corrupt. I understand better than my prophet friends 
because I have been immersed in it longer than them, that it is not a question of whether or not he 
should be, it is a question of whether or not there is the will to do what is right. 
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This is where reformation comes in. We have to reform both parties because there is an unfinished 
destiny on America. The people that are there right now are not going to fulfill America’s destiny.  

So, what happened to the Apostle Paul? He warned them, did not leave this port, stay in this port. We 
should have stayed in this port. Economically, you could see what happened in Afghanistan. We should 
have stayed in this port politically for another presidential cycle just to solidify the gains that were 
being made in the first three or four years. 

But what Paul experienced is what I wrote in the book. They overruled his counsel and it was the 
captains of industry and the government working together that decided. A business and government 
decided to leave the religious fanatic in the basement. They were going to go do what they wanted to 
do, and they took off into a perfect storm. And what did this man of God say they could lose? You will 
lose your ship. You will lose your cargo and possibly your own lives. But they went ahead and did it 
anyway. 

So, you can say whatever you want. I tell people you want to be careful about just how mad you get at 
this administration, because do not forget, they are in the cockpit and you are on their plane. I have 
mixed feelings about bad news with Biden, because I am aware of the fact that every goofy thing he 
does has a consequence for my kids. So, he has to figure out how to work this thing out.  

Paul Prayed for His Unfinished Assignment 

What Paul did was he prayed. He prayed for his unfinished assignment. You do not have authority over 
the freedom of will of other people to do what they do with America. But you have authority over your 
own destiny. And what Paul did was he prevailed with an angel that came on board that ship and that 
angel came down. And this is a remarkable piece of information there.  

In the twenty-seventh chapter of the Book of Acts, the angel comes to Paul and says, “Paul, you have 
an assignment in Rome. You are like a FedEx package. My job is to deliver you. And you know how the 
Boss is, He is in a good mood today, so He is giving you all two hundred and seventy-eight souls that 
are on board this ship. Get this. They are now sailing with you.” 

 Key: Because the people of God continue to pray, a shift will occur and the unfinished 
assignment will begin to be fulfilled. Hold steady.  

Most people miss this. In the midst of the shaking and the devastation, when the natural people gave 
up hope, Intercessor Paul gets a prophetic update directly from Heaven and God says, “You have an 
appointment in Rome. And from now on, the knuckleheads that did not listen to you are sailing with 
you. You are no longer with them. As far as the authority of what is going on in the shaking and the 
natural looks like they are in charge, but in the Spirit, the Boss just tipped it over. It is your ship.” You 
guys catch that? We have not hit that moment, but that is where we are heading, and I wrote it in my 
book. 
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So, what takes place next? Ship breaks up. God is going to have to deliver a message to people, if they 
do not listen to Him. And so, the ship breaks up. But they are still alive. The most important thing is, 
they did not lose their life.  

When they land at this weird place called Malta, the first thing that happens is the apostle Paul 
becomes famous for all the wrong reasons. He is throwing wood on a fireplace and out of the heat 
comes a viper. A venomous viper and everyone on the island knows that bite should cause you to die.  

He is now famous on the island as the most cursed guy. They even say it. “Imagine that. How odd that 
a ship would be that lucky, that it would break apart within swimming distance of us. But that guy is 
evidently so evil, he does not even last five minutes on the island and God is killing him already.” 

It is like getting out of a burning plane and getting run over by the ambulance. This guy is cursed. And 
Paul sees the viper and he shakes it off in the fire. And now they are watching and they are walking up 
and down the beach. He is waving at them. He is walking around. He is smiling, waving at them. The 
crowd is growing. “Is that the guy?” “That the guy?” What do they conclude a day later? He is not a 
normal human being. We have never seen anyone take that hit and walk around whistling like that. 

He has to go pray for the chief’s father. Now he is involved in politics. First thing Paul does is gets 
involved with local politics. And the chieftain of the island has a father who is dying of a bloody flux. 
Can you help my dad? Yeah. Let me go see him. Lays hands on him, and the guy gets healed. The 
chieftain goes, “This guy is for real and he is my man.” 

Now everyone on that island, two hundred and eighty people that are there on that ship, all the Roman 
soldiers, all the captains, and all - everybody is Paul's New Apostolic Church. And so, while they are 
putting together the timing for the new ship, he has expanded apostolic territory.  

I am going to tell you how this works. You may not have authority that you want at the national level. 
But you have a replica of those seven mountains in your own backyard. You have your own newspaper, 
your own mayor's office, your own high school. So, you look at the seven mountains, forget about the 
national landscape, those principalities are doing a number. It will take longer for that ship to break 
down. Locally is your Malta. Malta is your local breakthrough. 

 Key: Each one lives in a neighborhood, and a town or city. Start there praying for the local 
mountains of influence. God has placed Aglow strategically.  

Trust me, this is all right there in the book. I asked the Lord, I said, “Well, what is that snake bite?” The 
Lord said, “That is negative press.” I said, “I do not like that, but it sure does ring true.” You will be 
famous for all the wrong reasons. You will have things said about you that are totally untrue. The viper 
will come out and bite, but it is only going to bite you because of the heat. It is because of the fire you 
start that it will come out to attack you. It is a compliment. 

 Key: Persecution can be used for your benefit.  
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The good news is persecution gives you a platform. It gives you a platform of visibility, then you get 
to demonstrate what God gave you to demonstrate. All of your naysayers and enemies will be proven 
to be wrong because of the abundance of fruitfulness of what God's doing through you. Does that make 
sense? How many of you are up for this journey?  

Talk about recalibrating, talking about a reset. There is a reset for America and a reset for the body of 
Christ in the midst of the global reset of what they are doing. But we are not going quietly into the 
night.  

I asked the Lord, I said, “Is this it? Is this when the antichrist comes? Is this the end time?” We are 
always so excited about the end times when there is peace and prosperity. Everybody loves to read 
books about the end times. Then suddenly, when it looks like martyrdom and death, destruction, 
everybody is not so sure they want to go to into the end times.  

Here is the final thought. Luke 21, the Lord said tell them this. So, in Luke 21, Jesus says, “You are going 
to hear wars and rumors or war. And you are going to hear about famines and earthquakes. And these 
are the beginnings of sorrows. And before those things, I lay hands on you and bring you before rulers 
and governors, but this is going to be an opportunity for you to testify to them. Now men's hearts are 
going to fail them for fear of those things that are coming upon the Earth.” 

But listen to this. This is the part people miss. “When these things begin to happen down here on 
shaking, planet Earth. I want you to look up.” Oh, this is interesting. “Look up. Do not look at the news.” 
That is why I want to do the Pentecostal Rush routine. I want to be able to give people accurate and 
incisive insight on what is happening, and I want to pull the veil back and show what God is doing in 
the midst of it and give people encouragement because we are called to rock this boat.  

So, here is what Jesus said. “Look up for your redemption draws nigh,” - which is King James for near. 
But the word that blew my mind, which I wrote in my book out there. It is the word for ‘draws nigh.’ It 
does not mean it is near like it is close to the midnight hour. It is getting later and later, it is getting 
closer to the rapture. That is not what it means. It does not refer to drawing near in terms of time. That 
word in Greek means drawing near in terms of proximity. Heaven is literally coming towards earth. 

This explains what in the world is happening with all the shaking going on, this is where I was writing 
my book. I said Trump is a Cyrus.  

I am the guy that put that out there so evangelicals would feel comfortable with it because they were 
going, “Has he said the prayer yet?” Everybody is all worried about if Donald Trump has said the prayer. 
That is how weird we are. God sends you a deliverer. Did he say the prayer? Yes, he said it at least half 
a dozen times with half a dozen evangelists. They have all made him pray. We all make him pray a 
sinner’s prayer. I am concerned that he thinks he has to do it every day to get saved.  
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Build Me a House 

Anyway, the earth is shaking. But why? Because under the Cyrus, in Haggai, God said, I want you to 
build Me a house. A house, my friends. God is shaking Heaven and earth because He wants to have a 
house. But you and I all know it is not a physical house, but it is a spiritual house made up of living 
stones that come together like you are now. 

He wants relationships among His people that form such a dynamic environment that is irresistible 
to the Glory of God. And God's Glory shows up and inhabits the house of relationships that He puts 
together who are an Ecclesia that administrates what is happening in the nations. 

This has been Aglow’s call from the beginning. I am just saying you have to get really close to it now, 
because this is why all hell is breaking loose, because God is after something.  

 Key: Aglow’s call has always been to make a place for God’s Presence that showcases His 
Glory to the world.  

He is tired of playing church. He shut it down. I think He allowed it to get shut down. He knows pastors 
would discover Zoom and offerings. So, the whole gathering thing got messed up because God is 
reconfiguring the body right now. It is a corporate recalibrating and reset. 

One Accord 

So, here is what the Lord is after. A house cannot exist unless you have two or more people gathered 
in it and they have to have a certain quality called one accord. One accord is the word in Greek, 
homothumadon. It is where we get the word thermal from. It means like a thermos bottle. It can retain 
affection. It does not get cold when lawlessness comes in. It stays hot because it knows how to handle 
the Presence of God and stays in right relationship with each other.  

So, watch how this works. Hell is here. 
This is called Second Heaven. Jesus is 
here. This is called Third Heaven. 
Redemption, Heaven. So, what is 
happening? Jesus is coming. And I cannot 
explain how, except that the closer He 
gets, the more pressure it puts on this 
rebellious hierarchy in Second Heaven. 

And so, Satan is under this weight of 
Glory. It is like the devil is working with 
us like a boa constrictor to suck the life 
out of us, the oxygen, the liberty. But 
that is only because he is getting 
squeezed out of his place. 
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If you see this, simplifying the complex with one picture can set you so free. Because when you see 
things get worse, you go oh ah, we are not winning here. Why aren’t we? Our prayers are not working. 
No, maybe they are working. Maybe God's idea is alright. We are going to break that thing up. We are 
going to deal with some divine discipline and reorganizing in the midst of this. But remember, they are 
sailing with you.  

Watch how this works. Hell is now being pushed down. This is why it says in Haggai, go back and read 
Haggai again. “I am shaking the Heavens and the earth.” Haggai 2:6-7 If we are receiving a Kingdom 
that cannot be shaken, then know this, Heaven never gets shook. The furniture does not move around 
in Heaven. It is all locked in. It is an unshakable place.  

So, if God is shaking the heavens and the earth, then it has to do with all the thrones, dominions, 
principalities and powers that were made by Jesus for Jesus that rebelled against Him and are now 
having their visitation. And He is overturning thrones. This results in political and economic upheavals 
and reiterations and spasms throughout the Earth. Jesus described as nation against nation, kingdom 
against kingdom and all this chaos. But He said, your job is, do not look at that, look up. Because if you 
look at it, you are looking at what is happening. If you look up, you will see what is behind it.  

 Key: When you see chaos all around, look up and see that it is being caused by Heaven coming 
down and hell being squeezed out.  

So, redemption is physically closer than it has ever been before. Hell, unfortunately, is closer than it 
has ever been before because it is being pushed down. That is why things are getting so much more 
political. That is why evil is getting so much more evil. The Bible says that deceived people are going to 
be deceived and they are going to deceive other people and they are going to become even more 
deceived.  

So, you trying to prayer reverse that - you cannot prayer reverse what was already written in Scripture 
for the Last Days. But here is what you can do. “Darkness covers the earth and gross darkness the 
people, but upon you, My light will come.” Isaiah 60:2 

So, the darker it gets in this arena here, the more conspicuous the Light of God - like a spotlight. The 
darkness creates a contrast so that the Glory that is on God's people is in sharp contrast with the 
chaos that is on the gloomy that do not have the hope that you have. Does that make sense?  

Stewarding God’s Kingdom on Earth 

Here is what Jesus said to Michael Crott about his vision about Malta. He said, “The Lord said to me, 
Lance, those are My people. They are standing in their Kingdom and not shaking.” And I thought that 
does not make sense because it is really not their kingdom. 

But now I started thinking about this. The Lord told them that they are standing in their kingdom. But 
you see, when you are a steward of someone else's property, if you are a good steward, you treat it 
like it is your own. You do not treat it less carefully, you treat it more carefully because it is not yours, 
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it is being loaned to you. Someone gives you a car, they loan it to you. You want to make sure there is 
no scratches or dents.  

They are ruling over the sphere that God has given them in the Kingdom to have authority over. Paul 
was ruling over his Kingdom on Malta and was administrating the Kingdom of God through him on 
Malta. Does that make sense?  

But the language strikes me as unusual, because what Mike said was ‘their ruling’ and ‘their’ meaning 
that God wants you to not be like this. He wants you to identify the territory He has assigned you to 
so that you occupy till He comes and you do not let the devil diminish the inheritance of what was 
given to Jesus. 

 Key: Occupy in the place God has given you until Jesus comes – your neighborhood, your 
town, your state, your nation. 

 am convinced if we had that attitude in America, we would not be backing up constantly wondering if 
the end is coming, persecution is here and when is the rapture? We would say this nation was not given 
to the devil or to the Leftist or Progressives, it was actually given for it a divine experiment in freedom.  

This is supposed to be Jesus’ nation. No, I am not going to ceed it to the devil. That is got to be the 
attitude of the stewards that are, in a sense stewarding the inheritance. I care about what happens to 
this nation. 

Closing Prayer 

So, Father, I thank you tonight that the Kingdom of Heaven is drawing near and that You are helping us 
to see with our eyes, that redemption is drawing near. You are buying back our time. You are buying 
back our lost opportunities. You are buying back our missed moments, You are buying back our 
wayward children and You are causing the house to come together. That includes our natural house 
and includes the bloodline, the house of sons and daughters, that they are all coming in to a divine 
order, even as we speak right now. 

I pray if you need to have that divine recalibration with your own upgraded identity right now, stand 
up. I am going to ask Angels of God to mark you. If you need to have like I had to have that moment 
where it is time you met who you really are and you get your assignment real clear.  

Father, I thank You right now, for those who are standing into the new season of the new assignment. 
You are saying when you stand, Lord, I need to get upgraded. I need an upgraded revelation in who I 
am and what I do. I cannot be wandering around looking for my spiritual mom and dad and a 
prophecy. It is time that I became the spiritual mom and dad and prophet I am anointed to be. It is 
time that I became the rock that other people go to instead of wandering around looking for my 
missing piece. 
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Prophetic Word 

I thank You, Father, that redemption is coming to Aglow right now. A first fruits, the Lord says, a first 
fruits of the Daughters of Zion who will be able to wag their head even at the Babylonians at the gates 
that have their own plans and purposes. 

But God says, I am going to visit you and I am going to cause you to stand up right. For you will be in 
agreement with the unfinished assignment upon this ministry and the unfinished assignment upon 
the nations.  

Begin to contend as an Ecclesia, says the Lord, that has authority at the gates. 

And do not misunderstand the shaking as being an acceleration of the wrong thing, but see it rather as 
an answer to divine prayers. For in the shaking, I am rearranging opportunities. In the shaking, I am 
moving obstacles out of the way. In the shaking, I am taking out the insurmountable things and 
rearranging the order of things. I am opening up gates that were long locked shut and I am 
repositioning you, says the Lord. I am repositioning you. Greater authority, greater access and 
greater utterance.  

The Lord says, I am going to make you a voice. In an age when media is saying one thing, you are 
going to become the media that says another, and where they may have bigger microphones, you 
are going to have more power. The Lord says they may have a bigger reach, but you will have a bigger 
impact because I am giving you tongues of fire, as in days of old, says the Lord. I am giving you 
tongues of fire and tons of utterance. 

And even so, your prayer gatherings will be visited again with a fresh anointing and a fresh oil, and a 
fresh fire. And there is going to be even this adjustment that is going to come along, because the 
Lord says, as you make the embrace to engage the government mountain so that you contend for 
your neighborhood, your schools, your homes, your local communities, as you begin to take ownership 
of the territory around you and the inheritance that God has given you.  

The Lord just showed me something. There is a new generation of women coming in. It is the younger 
generation. The moms have not finished till the daughters have risen up. And there is a whole bunch 
of - I was with Charlie Kirk looking at 4000 of these young conservative Christians down there at the 
Gaylord Hotel, and I stare at them and I said, they need more Holy Ghost. They need more worship, 
more Jesus, more tongues, more prophecy, more Pentecostal. They need to get wild and loose over 
here instead of all uptight and conservative.  

Charlie has got that army out there and I am telling you, they are built to be the expansion of this 
vision. And you are not done until they are in their place. For the two generations shall move 
together, the old, the young, the dreamers of dreams and the visionaries shall run together. 

The older and the younger shall run together, says the Lord. It will not be a sloppy hand-off and a 
wandering into place. It will be two generations running together. In Jesus’ name, Amen.  
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Linda Jones: Aglow, You have your marching orders. If you have been wondering what your 
Lighthouse is supposed to do, you just heard it. If you have been wondering what your Area or your 
Regions are supposed to be doing, you just heard it. This is our day. This is the day that Aglow becomes 
known in a way that we have never been before. This is our destiny. This is our founding purpose. This 
is what God has called us for and I believe we are going to begin to see the young women come in. We 
have been calling them forth for quite a while but this is the day, this is the day that we see young 
women become part of this ministry all over the world. And for the webcasters and other nations, this 
is for your nation not just for this nation because this stuff is going on all over the world. So rise up, rise 
up. Know who you are. Know who God intends you to be. Who He intends you to be and let us stand 
on that line that is drawn in the sand because He has placed us there. That is where we are. We are 
going to stand strong for what God has called us to. You agree? Amen. Amen. Amen. I just feel like we 
need to take a step forward. 
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	Unfinished Assignments
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	Thank you so much. I appreciate that so much. Thank you. I have known Jane Hansen Hoyt. I have known so many of you. We probably needed to connect even earlier, because I am really feeling like this is a tribe that is so significant in terms of what is needed right now. What a battalion you are in the army of God that can still deliver a knockout blow all over the country and all over the world.
	It is the women that actually have risen up, that have become the new echelon of what God is doing for the third great awakening. 
	 Key: Women have risen and become key leaders in how the Third Great Awakening is unfolding. 
	 Key: Women have delivered a fatal blow to the enemy all down through time. 
	Women Always Expose the Deceiver
	It is happening in congressional districts. It is happening in school board meetings. It is women that are putting the fear of God in those people who are trying to destroy America. Those trying to destroy America know how to marginalize men, but they do not know how to do it with women.
	When they try to play race cards or gender cards with moms, it always fails because every woman knows that you are messing with my little boy and girl right now. You better just watch what you are doing. And they will not go there. It is one of the only times you see the left silent at a board meeting is when there is an angry, activist mother on a mission. 
	So, I want to just unpack this for a second. For too long Christians were - and I hate to say it, but we played into a strategy and the strategy was, even with the seven mountains. I could teach seven mountains and I would always have to make sure everyone understood. I never intended it to be done seriously as though I was going to ‘take over’ anything. Because, as you know, polite Christians do not take over things.
	Dominionist
	They would call us Dominionists. And I was not even sure what a dominionist was. I just knew it did not sound good. Then I was talking to somebody, it was just a little while ago, and I said, you know, you talk about dominionism as though it is some kind of a bad theology.
	You do realize that when Jesus comes back, He is coming back as a Dominionist. And you understand that the issue of Dominion has to do with the debate about when, not if. He is not planning on negotiating or turning the other cheek when He returns.
	This is all a period of time for people to determine what they are going to do. And then there is a sentencing day. At that moment, there is no more time to build your case or change your trajectory. He is coming as a Judge. He is not coming as your best friend. 
	So, I am looking at this period of the end time and I am really wondering, I think we made a mistake in America. I think the fear of being labeled a Dominionist caused us to so back up and not want to tamper with any field of cultural engagement for fear that we would go too far or justify criticism. 
	 Key: God spoke about dominion from the beginning and told His people to rule over and to oversee the things of the world. 
	Mostly it is a preacher thing, because the preachers are the ones that really should have been early on saying, I mean, I saw it and I would say it, which is probably why I ended up going into the political arena faster than other people, because I saw it all. I said media, arts and entertainment, academia, corporate business, government and courts. These are the areas where the gates of hell will continue to solidify a strong hold and they will not coexist with you. They will put you out of business.
	 Key: The gates of influence were meant to be occupied by God’s people, not hell’s. 
	And as I was looking at that and I saw that developing, I began to do more. I was preaching in those seven mountains and Christians, oh, I got tons of Christian, you know themes that the Bible addresses an awful lot. But I found a vacuum was forming in that one area concerning the gates of influence. 
	Conversation with Annabelle
	But before I get carried away with that. It is always with trepidation that I bring my wife to a microphone because she is the most forthright and honest person in the world. Which means that she will sometimes say things that I was not ready for.
	But I did want to bring up the fact that Annabella is a model of something that I think is all about reset. It has to do with this idea of recalibrating. I am bringing her up here for this reason because it was I do not know, when did you start doing the ministry? It was at Nancy's event now that I think about it. 
	Annabelle: It was like around three years ago. It started, we started with a few families, but then it took off. Sometimes you do not plan these things. 
	Lance: Yes, I was up with Dutch Sheets. Curiously enough, Dutch last year, we were together up with Nancy Hansen at a prayer rally in Philadelphia. And I was up there and it was our anniversary at that time. When Nancy heard it was our anniversary, she said, “I want you to go out to dinner.” And so we had a date night. 
	Annabelle: Romantic. 
	Lance: Yeah, a romantic date night or something like that. I was in the middle of a prayer rally for the saving of America. While we were at dinner and Annabelle and I are sitting there, I want to talk about whatever she wants to talk about. She is going on and on about this vision she has for single mothers that are raising children - that they do not have any resources. The kids do not have beds. They do not have anything. They totally are a lost kind of like people group. Politically they are used as pawns in a political game, but nobody cares about them. 
	They live in a kind of a tragic existence of negligence, because unless you see the need and go in there - the government is so all over the place. You think they are doing something, but they are not. Then they are not addressing the problems that are in the inner city. They are not addressing the problems with single mothers and the under-resourced families.
	 Key: God never intended for governments to take care of people. He intends for His people to take care of people.
	So she is talking about this the whole night. At one point, I realize that she is not changing the subject. It is not like, “Well, what is new with you?” You ever notice what you talk about, but she was going on and on and on. And the Holy Spirit said, “Listen to what she is saying.” Because you see, this is happening for many women in the body of Christ. There is a period of life where you are giving yourself to nurture your family, or a work, or a ministry, or your husband, and what he is doing and then a strange thing starts to happen.
	A Personal Reset or Recalibration that Fine Tunes Destiny
	The guy might become a little bit more sentimental about grandkids and family and being more sedentary and more kind of like focused on not going around the world. And the wife, the woman at that point starts to feel like she is still got something to do and she has got to do it. 
	So, I felt I wanted you to hear that, because this is about the reset. It is about recalibrating with your own destiny.
	 Key: No matter one’s age, destiny is still at work.
	The fact is that there is a strange crossing that takes place somewhere right about now in our trajectory of age, where women with unfinished assignments are authorized to do the thing that they are supposed to do. And it is no longer connected to what someone else was doing. It is what they are called to do.
	And that is a bit awkward because women are designed as helpmates to fulfill and complete something. So that means that we (as men) have to kind of come alongside and help you do what you are called to do. Does that make sense? So, Annabelle that is what I am saying.
	Annabelle: So, Lance is falling in love with the 10 and 11-year-olds. We have kids church at my house every day. So, we go to church now with these three little boys and they come over and they play with the Nerf guns.
	But anyway, the thing is like so exciting because we just had a little water disaster in our house, so we had to give away a bedroom set. When I called Center for Transforming Lives, that id the YWCA in Fort Worth, they changed their name, I just asked them who needed a bedroom set. And they told me that this lady, Thai Lynn, needed a bedroom set. 
	She just came out of homelessness. And so, when I called her to make the delivery plans, she said, “Yeah, I need a bedroom set, but can you get my seven-year-old a bed? He never slept on a bed in his life.” And then I said, “Wait, wait, wait, wait! What does that mean?” And she said, “He slept in the car. He slept on the floor. He slept on the couch. He slept on an air mattress, but he never slept on a bed.”
	So, my friend, Wanda, was with me and she is like, not on my watch! So, Wanda bought the first twin bed and now we have bought way over 300 beds since two years ago when we really got into beds.
	Today - just today, - Mattress Firm just gave us a 26-foot truck full of beds, a 16-foot truck full of beds, and the 16-foot truck had to go back because they could not fit all the beds and a car full of beds. So, we are in the bed business. 
	Lance: Yeah. So anyways, so the Lord is telling me, “Hey, you have to make room for this vision. It is going to be a little awkward at times.” I was home one day and the doorbell is ringing, and Amazon is dropping off boxes. I did not know that Annabelle needed a warehouse for her project. Our house was the warehouse. So, I am piling up these boxes in the middle of our living room there and now it is looking like at the Alamo. I am recreating physical architecture. Well. when she comes home, it is over my head. And I said, “What in the world?” She says, “Oh, that is like the mattresses and the cushion.”
	Annabelle: No, that was the bedding. That was all Christmas presents. It was right there. 
	Lance: The bedding. Christmas presents. 
	Annabelle: Lots of good stuff. Coats. Clothes.
	Lance: So at that point, I said, we really - listen, this is not going to last forever. So, we have to get you a storage unit. How much do you have now?
	Annabelle: Well, right now we have five warehouses and it is 9000 square feet. We had to get a new one today because we did not have any room. I know you said no more, but what was I going to do with all the rest of those beds? You were in the car with me when I saw…
	Lance: Yeah, I know. But I was not thinking I was agreeing. OK, so then I thought I was nodding to an update and I was not nodding…okay.
	Annabelle: Selective listening.
	Lance: Yeah. So, but then we do have like this 26-foot truck she is calling in and it comes in, you know, so and I realized something here.
	Annabelle: You hear that shock in his voice?
	Lance: Yeah. Well, 26-foot truck in your driveway is a big truck to suddenly have somebody be delivering.
	So, I am here to say that there is a thing happening. And how many of you, you ladies particularly feel like this is an important word for you? That part of the reset is to recalibrate with your own dreams and visions from previous seasons for things that you wanted to see done or it is an activation of a gift where it might not be an enterprise like this, but it is where you are called to become like a precinct captain or something. And we went there and the political call is there, because I am telling you, at our age, there is something happening. 
	 Key: Look again at the dreams in your heart and see what Holy Spirit is causing to rise to the surface at this point in history.
	We are not Defined by Age
	There are two thoughts I want to share with you. I do not want you to ever forget. Kenneth Hagan said this, and I heard this when I was in my forties and fifties. I never forgot it. And I thought I will need that later on in life. 
	He was starting to forget things and then he caught himself saying, “Well, you know, that is what happens when you get my age. You start forgetting things. And the Holy Spirit spoke up inside him and said, “You are transformed by the renewing of your mind. Do you think your mind age is in a hundred years? Do you think that the thousand-year old angels are a little slower than the five hundred-year old angels?” 
	In other words, in the age to come, are you slowed? In other words, your mind is part of the function of your soul and your soul does not fatigue. Your body may wear down, but your inner man actually is getting stronger. 
	 Key: The inner man lives in the Presence of God and is always strong and never weak. 
	 Key: Age is not a defining factor in who you are in God’s sight. 
	That is why I get a kick out of some of you. I see you jump up in the aisle and start dancing around and running around because your inner man is still running around sanctuaries even if your body says, “Watch out for that person!” So, you do not have to fatigue in your soul or buy into the fact that you are slowing down. 
	The second thing I want you to know is your mind is spiritual and your soul does not age. It matures. It does not age. Your body does stuff in your soul, but your mind does not have to. 
	 Key: The mind is spiritual and the soul does not age. 
	I want you to know that I just turned sixty-five and I cannot believe it because at sixty-five my dad retired in the oil business. He did not ever really retire. He is still in business for himself. He left the oil business he was working at and started his own company. 
	I want you know something, sixty-five is not what it used to be. I am not saying that because I turned sixty-five. It was fortunately in my bloodline. My dad would go on and start his own business after that. But most people are retiring in their head at the wrong time.
	I was just thinking about this. Donald Trump was considering running for President when he was sixty-five and decided to do it when he was 70. So, he is seventy-five now. So, what I am saying is the age factor, you got to be very careful what you agree with, because your agreements authorize your experience.
	 Key: What you speak out your mouth, your body tries to conform. Speak life and align with Heaven.
	Dual Generational Move
	Your greatest and most useful days are in front of you right now. And I am not saying that because this is in older audience. I am saying it because I know what the mind of the Spirit is. You see, there is a dual generation move that God has for the last days where the fathers have turned their hearts to their children, the children to their fathers. 
	I think about that when this mischievous way that God got me involved with Annabelle's ministry. It would not be through mattresses and bedding and pillows and kitchen things and storehouses and all the tables or the lovely moms that she works with. Which can be exasperating at times working with them. I mean, you know, they are calling her up because she is like Mama Belle. These are her like her daughters out there. She is helping them get their lives together.
	But their 10-year old sons, I am thinking that we have to get them in church. So, I am taking them to church. Then after church, we have to do something. So, I end up becoming like the children's pastor and nobody is as much fun as me because I am a big kid and I have a credit card. So, next thing you know, I start to love these 10-year old, but then they are telling their other friends.
	So, they are bringing their other friends to church - not really for church, but for hanging out afterwards so they could all be in my house. Now my heart is getting engaged with all these young 10-year old young men and I am seeing that with the right fathers and the right influence, there is no young man at 10 that has to go the way of crime if they have the right family and church. 
	Here is my point. We backed up from challenging the world system and we are letting them mess everything up while we are polite and not being dominionist. What we should be doing is saying God has a system for economics. You are messing it up!
	Do you know that the Bible says, “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.” When did we decide to rewrite that and say ‘Christians shall not live by bread alone.’ This is God's intention for mankind, not just for Christians. Man shall not live by bread alone. 
	Every system, from education to marriage to gender identity - every realm the devil is messing around with right now, God has a word that is a truth that can correct and fix and bring health and healing. It is a fact. 
	 Key: For every ailment in society, the answer can be found in God. 
	So, do you have anything else you want to say, honey, while I am up here? 
	Annabelle: If you want to hear more about Furnishing Families of Texas, that is the website. We are going to have them in every major city in the country.
	There is already people coming up all over the place saying, “How do we do this? How do we do that?” The truth of the matter is, we do not know how we did it. God did it. Look, we started it and then He keeps breathing on it.
	It causes us to shake. I am not kidding. We are not Quakers or anything, but we do stand around praying and all of a sudden, we are like, oh my God, this is so exciting.
	Lance: Yes, it is. 
	Annabelle: There are a lot of men involved, too. It is not only a bunch of women. 
	Lance: Thank you Annabelle. 
	So, we got that we got the white board here, but I want you to see this because it is a picture. What happens with men, what happens with women is kind of a curious thing.
	And it is this trajectory right here and it goes like this. That does not mean you have to separate. What it does mean is that the men are focused on the task, the mission. And as they get older, they start focusing more on like, you know, you will see, it will be on the kids or on the home. It is on something a little more domestic. Women, on the other hand, are focused on the family in this stage and trying to support their husband and what they are doing. Then their parents as they are getting older. But then they hit this point here and then they have their task.
	See task is where the men start, but task is where many women get to finish. And so, you have to see that this is the recalibration that has to happen. And so, in a couple you have to have the recalibration with yourself, with God and with the significant others in your life.
	Recalibrating with God and Others
	And here is what I mean by that. In order to have a reset, to make this something less abstract and spiritual, which I will definitely get into, it has to also be something you can execute. Every five or seven years, the biblical cycle is Shmeat. You really have to have a sit down and do an analysis of your relationship and marriage or with your children, for instance, because if you are really a believer, you are not the same person you were seven or 10 years ago.
	I was such a neophyte in areas of politics and worldly affairs. I was just full tilt boogie revival, Holy Ghost, praying in tongues, signs, wonders. I taught seven mountains purely from a here is how the world works so someone else can go in there and know that it is a legitimate thing to go into business, that you are just as called for your mountain as I am for the ministry. And I was over there in the church world.
	Well, if I had to meet with myself seven or eight years ago, I would not recognize myself because I am a lot more cynical about how the world works now, because I actually understand it better. And I realize that some of the changes that I thought were going to happen are not going to happen. Unless the Kingdom come, the devil will not go. 
	Anyway, you had that conversation with your spouse and you say, how am I different now than I was when we married? How am I different now than I was? In other words, it is up to you to get clear on how you are different and you need to have the conversation with yourself. How am I different now than I was? Because if you are growing, something should be changing and your thinking has to mature and your capacity for self-awareness has to increase. I noticed this about me more now than I did. And before I might not have seen it, but I own it now. I see that I have this tendency. 
	 Key: As we grow, the ways in which we interact with others and with God have to go to higher levels of relationship.
	So, your relationship with God has to go there. Some people never recalibrate with God. That is why I am always interested when people do these name changes. Well his name is not that anymore, he changed to that. Well, they would have these conversations with God and God would help give them an identity upgrade by changing their name. And so, like Abram became Abraham and, you know, various other people had this happen.
	But the point is, you actually have to talk to the Lord about who are you now that you need to embrace and you have to grow into it. I realized this when people started coming up to me and I realized that I see myself as a peer, but I am not a peer anymore in the eyes of a lot of people that do not know me as a peer. They actually take me seriously. 
	I mean, I realized when I was starting to do broadcasting, it was one thing when it was me ranting alone at night and I am wondering what other kind of eccentric person would be up at one o'clock in the morning praying in tongues and talking politics. Then one day I noticed it was 60,000 people. And then I looked at how many people is sixty thousand, and I saw stadiums filled with people.
	The next time I turned the phone on, I almost had a panic attack, because now I could see that there were people there. I was far freer when I did not see anybody. But I began to realize what I say has an impact on people. What I am doing is going to have an impact. And they actually look to me to have insight and not just rants. 
	Does that make sense to you? Because you might have more authority then you are exercising because you never upgraded your own self-identity.
	Why do you think we love prophecy so much, even at this age? So many of us in our senior years cannot wait to get a word. 
	The majority of prophecy is you hearing someone else tell you what you secretly wish you could agree with God on for yourself, hoping that their insight is going to catalyze in you a greater appropriation of whatever it is that you are trying to become, which is a fancy way of saying you simply do not agree with who God says you are, so you get excited when a prophet tells you. How about from God's perspective, do you think He is actually enjoying that?
	 Key: Learn to agree with what God says about you whether or not you receive a prophecy about it. 
	I listened to Joyce Meyers once. She said, “You know, when I was young, when I had to write that big check - because I remember this, I was this way with Annabelle. She was always the eager giver. And I was a little more Jewish. I give, but I was counting the cost - Joyce said, “oh, you know, when you start out and you put that 20-dollar bill in the offering you have to get a confirmation, you have to get peace in your spirit and a Bible verse. You know, if it is a hundred-dollar check. Oh, you really have to hear God on that, there has to be a little witness, the witness of the Spirit. You talk with your spouse, you got to pray about it. Pray over it, too. The two of you have to agree. Now, after you have done that, I do not need to go through all that. When God tells me to write a check, I just write it.”
	Her point was, the more mature you get, the less of an ordeal it should be for God to convince you of something. And if you don't mind me saying so, the Almighty would like you to know that He wants you to get past the need to feel affirmed and loved and chosen and valued.
	 Key: As you mature in God, be quicker to obey!
	You are the adults now in the room. You are not adolescents anymore. It is time you recalibrated with God and ask the Lord, who am I? And if you really do not know, if you have two or three good friends - prophetic prayer partners, ask them to help you get that recalibration upgraded identity.
	» Who do you see me as and what do you see me doing that I have never done before? 
	» Who do you see me becoming?
	These are the questions you want to ask them. And do not talk. Give them permission to give you clarity on where they see you now, what they see you doing and who they see you becoming and activating. Because you have to go there because the world needs you to show up.
	 Key: The world needs us to show up in our God-given identity, not anything less. 
	If you show up small, you are not giving God a big platform. Does that make sense to you? So, the Lord wants us to move into that task. 
	By the way, it is so great to hear about that precinct story, because I have to say, lately I have had this verse popping out at me each time I open the Bible and it was kind of bothering me. Ever have a Bible where it opens in a certain place and you are wondering if it is because of the crease in the Bible or if God is trying to talk to you? But now, if you got more than one Bible and it pops open on it, you are in trouble. 
	What Do You Want ME To Do For You?
	Here it is. This is a wild verse. What are you going to do when Jesus says this one to you? “What do you want Me to do for you?” This is a very perplexing thing for the Almighty to say to you, but He is saying it to you right now. The Lord is saying, “What do you want Me to do for you?” Luke 18:41 Because what I realize is we kind of become addicted to narrating the problem. 
	One day I was walking around the neighborhood and I was talking about the challenges I was having in Jewish terms. It is called kvetching. In Psalmist language, I was pouring out my complaint unto the Lord. And I am walking around my neighborhood and I am talking about the financial challenges and how ever since I left the business world and the ministry, people think I am in business, so nobody is giving me any money.
	They think I am rich and they are always hitting me up for money. I am a nonprofit! I taught these seven mountains and how am I going to help the seven mountains? We need to get the message out. We need to get people away. 
	And the Lord stopped me? He said, “Well, will you stop rehearsing to Me the nature of the problem? I want you to start praying Bible prayers, not your complaining prayers that you are calling communion with God. Stop telling Me what is not working and what is wrong and start telling Me what you want to see manifested as in showing up.” 
	I will tell you what, it took me one more trip around the block to come up with the Biblical conversation with God.
	I was thinking, “Oh my gosh, I am so used to pouring out my anxieties, my fears, my uncertainties, my needs, my longings, my yearnings, the problems of the world etc. I am more feminine than I thought now that I think about it.
	Pray the Solution, not the Need
	Then after a whole block, I came up with this. “What does the solution look like?” The Lord said, “Pray the solution.”
	Even though I was understanding what He said the first time, the solution is, “What do you want to see?” Oh, OK. 
	What I want to see: I want to see maybe 100 or 200 business people that are really motivated going away to a grand event at a great resort somewhere. I want it to be a first-class resort. We are going to go away and it will be like a vacation, but it is a vacation with God. And I get to teach them. I will have other preachers around that I like to hang around and we are going to fellowship and we are going to get in the Word and it is going to be a first-class kind of vacation resort experience. 
	I say, all right, I can work with that. I was thinking, that is so unrealistic. Aren't You listening to me when I am telling you what the problems are? Within a week or two, we start having these things. I said, “This is like a dream. It is a dream.”
	So, I said, “All right, that is it! We are going to call it a Dream Trip.” And I just did like 20 dream trips to exotic locations. And people showed up and we had to cut it off at a hundred people, but it was like we just did it. And the reason it happened is because I stopped rehearsing the problem and started saying, here is what the solution looks like. 
	You know, I was talking to Jesse Duplantis the other night. I hardly ever get to talk to him, but I am running into him because of the Flash Point program. It is like the number one program in all of Copelands Victory Network. It is a news analysis program which a lot of the Word of Faith people do not know what to do with that, because that is not exactly what they do. But it is like, come on. “You don't think that the Bible addresses current events?” 
	Jesse Duplantis said, “I got a Jet.” He smiled all the time. This is an interesting fellow. “I got myself a new jet. I will tell you, truth is when I found out how much it costs, I did not necessarily have faith for the jet. The Lord said, ‘Jesse, I did not tell you to have faith for millions. I said, just believe for a jet.”
	Faith Calls the Promise Forth
	So, you see, you can put your faith on the manifestation of what you want. You do not have to exasperate your faith by trying to believe for X millions of dollars. Just see the finished product and call it in. That is your job. You see the finished product and call it in. Somebody over there got what I am saying. Anybody over here hearing what I am talking about. I am talking about this. This is because it is for America, for the world right now.
	 Key: Faith sees the finished product and calls it in.
	We could become, if we are not careful, expert clinicians at describing what does not work. Here is the deal. The Left in media is in denial. So there goes like a lie all the time. They do not even want to recognize what is going on. The danger in the conservative world is they tell you the truth but unless they are Pentecostal, they do not have any hope. 
	Lance “Rush” Wallnau – A Recalibrated Identity
	The Lord said to me, “What do you want Me to do for you?”. The first thing I prayed I thought I would be like Solomon, you know, someone like Solomon that I might have an ear to hear. I wanted to please Jesus with the right answer to that. I said, “Oh that I would have a heart that would please You, and live a life that would please You.”
	It took me a while to realize that that sounded like a good spiritual answer, but it was not what He was asking. And it is like He is saying, “Oh, not you! You are going to go religious on Me, too?”
	“Oh that I would have a heart that pleases You!” 
	I tell You the truth. I miss Rush Limbaugh. I miss him. I will tell You what, 20 million Americans miss him, too - and a whole lot of them are Christians, because at least he would tell you the truth.
	He is the mayor of Realville, but somehow, he provided you with that certainty. Every day you could go hear his voice and he gave you - you never had to worry about a weird prophecy from him - he just says what is going to happen and it happened. And he never lets you get too despairing or too overoptimistic. Rush kind of kept it real, right there and always full of hope. And I miss that. And I prayed. I was upset. I said I prayed so hard for him to be healed and he did not get healed. 
	I prayed for Donald Trump. You know, to have success in that second term. And look at all the mess we got. I was honest with the Lord about this stuff anyway. 
	So, He says to me, “What do you want Me to do for you?” Man, it is so hard when He does that to me, I said, “Well, I am sixty-five. It is kind of old to learn how to do broadcast journalism. I do not even have a radio show. I can just start with podcasting and radio is kind of out. Everyone is telling me anyway. But I want to step into the void where Rush was. But I am Pentecostal. I need to be a Pentecostal Rush Limbaugh. 
	Now, that is going to be very weird because just about the time people are going to start despairing or we have our open mike Friday and people start calling in, we are going to have to break out in prayer, bind the devil and pray in tongues. It will be the world's most unusual radio broadcast. And I said, “By the way, when he was younger, he had those Rush to Excellence Tours all over the country. So, I think we need to have some arena events. We need some Holy Ghost arena events.
	I am telling you, I am prophesying to you that there are 80 million people who voted for Donald Trump. Half of those people are saved. At least when you are frustrated, there is a hope of possibly an awakening or a rapture or something.
	But what about the other 40 million miserable Americans? They kind of believe in God, they love the flag and they are looking for Donald Trump again. They are worried about the future. You have got such a low hanging fruit. I am telling you, we got at least 20 or 30 million souls right there registered to the Republican Party, ready to cash it in. There is your Rush to Excellence Tours. 
	I think we need to have some rallies. I think it will be very weird. I have not seen it yet. I have not seen that merger of politically relevant truth-telling, conservative powerpack and anointed great awakening, preaching with an altar call and worship experience yet.
	But I am laying this on you, because if I can put anyone in charge of this thing, it is going to be Aglow International. You guys got to help me with it. Now you have to agree with it. They have to really believe it, and I am not trying to create any discord here, but we do have a whole nation to save. 
	So the Lord, He heard me finally. He said, “Oh, well now there is an answer. At least you gave Me an answer to My question, ‘what do you want Me to do for you?” You know what, I start this week.
	I do not even know what I am going to do. I just started doing my Pentecostal Rush Limbaugh broadcast. I did it before I came here. Nobody on my staff understood what I was talking about. I said, I want this song. I want this music. I want these sound effects. They thought I lost my mind. I finally just forced them to do it. I said play that song. Then they came out after I did my little broadcast, and they said, well that was kind of good. I go, yeah, I know it was kind of good. This is what I am supposed to do. This is my recalibrated identity. Does that make sense? 
	Now, if that can happen for me at sixty-five and if Annabelle can be doing this at forty-five. Then there is room for everyone in this room to start to recalibrate. 
	Now, I will tell you something else. This is what I am saying. You really do not need to have a prophecy. Now prophecy is great. Prophecy is for real. What I want you to hear, what would you just break down in tears if a prophet, came out and told you? Well, write that down.
	I had a friend of mine who was going into surgery and he came through it. He came through it great. He looks at me and he goes, “Well, you know, I was just fortunate.” We are with a bunch of guys. He goes, “Well, I got a word from a prophet. And the word was that I was going to pull through this thing. I was actually going to be an old man before I was finished.” I said, “Wow.” He said, “Yes, I knew I was going to be like ‘99 or 92 or 93 years old.” I said, “That is wild.” He says to me, “I am going to be strong right up to then.” So that is such great news. So everybody left, I said, “Just out of curiosity, I noticed that you did not mention who the prophet was, but who was the prophet?” He goes, “Oh,” looks around and goes, “It was me.”
	He said, “I realize I am waiting for some prophet to come tell me this, and the Lord said to me, I already told you. What are you waiting for someone else to tell you for? Don't you hear Me?” Remember what I said about Joyce Meyers with that offering teaching?
	 Key: When the Lord speaks something to you personally, believe it then. You do not need another to come and tell you what the Lord has already spoken to you.
	Unfinished Assignments
	You do not need to have a prophet come, have to have confirmation, a prophetic dream, angels show up, or one of your friends knock on the door at 3 a.m. and say, “I saw the same vision.” It should get easier after a while. You do not have to have five confirmations because the longer you go with God, it should be easy for Him to confirm stuff to you. 
	Alright, well. I was not planning on talking about any of this tonight. 
	I was listening to those ladies talking earlier, and it got me thinking about this stuff. I want to give you one picture before we are finished. I will give you another one tomorrow morning.
	One of the things that we have to do is, we have to make the complex simple so that we can execute it. 
	Oh, by the way, the other thing the Lord told me to tell you is, do not agree with your memory going because your mind is not your brain. Your brain may be fatigued, but your mind is the part that is eternal. And so, your operating system is the renewing of your mind, not the vitamin surplus in your brain. 
	 Key: Your mind is eternal. Do not make an agreement with memory loss, etc. Renew your mind with His Word. 
	Secondly, when you get those aches and pains and panic attacks and then as we get older, people are going to the hospital. I got a word for you on this. Let's just get this one straight now and clean it up fast. Your greatest argument with death, is not the grandkids or their wife or your husband. It's an unfinished assignment.
	 Key: Your greatest argument with death is unfinished assignments. 
	I got that one when I was with Senator Mike Crotts down there in Georgia. And the guy dies. It is a word from Kim Klement. Mike is supposed to be in politics. He is on the campaign trail, dies, has a heart attack.
	He said that he was 15 minutes there outside the Marriott Hotel, and then another 30 minutes over in the emergency room. They are trying to resuscitate him. He has been forty-five minutes dead and he is in a vision with Jesus.
	This is at the Garden of Eden outside of paradise. You know if he goes too far, he will get sucked in and he will never come back. He wants the Lord to send his son and his wife, Phyllis, to him here. He is happy. He does not want to go back in his body. Nobody that goes there, by the way, wants to come here. 
	And the Lord says to him, I want to show you something. He shows him this lake over there with these circles and spheres, ripples almost like the carpet right here, ripple effect, ripples, a shaking is happening in the earth. He sees people standing up in their ordinary professions and spheres of occupation, standing immovable and unshakable and people coming towards the islands of stability in the midst of a world that is shaking. And the Lord says, “you are called to go into the government arena. That is what your assignment is. You are not ready. You are not supposed to be here yet. You have an unfinished assignment, Mike.” 
	And at that moment, his wife, Phyllis, has been prophesying the word of the Lord. “The Lord says you are going to have a son named Caleb and you are going to be walking a political office. Michael, you have not been in politics yet.” 
	And they are trying to pull her out of the emergency room because she is acting like a delirious Pentecostal and she is fighting her way back. Finally, she grabs his leg and while he is up there having this conversation with Jesus, his wife is doing all the work getting him back into his body. 
	The security guy pulls her off his body and she comes back in and jumps in one more time and slaps her hands, and says, “Michael, come back into your body now!” And she just looks at him and says, “That is it.” And he comes back. 
	But all of a sudden, this guy is supposed to be dead, all the lights are beep, beep, beep, beep, they are freaking out. And the doctor turns around and looks at Phyllis. He says, “Now you have done it.” She is a young charismatic. “What did I do? Did I do something wrong?” He says, “We will be fortunate if we can sustain him in a coma. He will be brain dead.” She thought, oh my God, did I do something wrong? She thought maybe she should not have prayed that way. She brought him back and she is supposed to leave him there and she is all confused. And the next day, Mike's brain comes back 100 percent and he goes on to get elected a couple of times.
	In our talking about this afterward, I said, “This is so interesting, because what kept you alive was not your wife's prayers or your prophecies. What kept you alive was the unfinished assignment and the command to come back into alignment with the unfinished assignment.”
	America is too Young to Die
	America is too young to die. As republics go, we have only been around 300 some odd years. It is a young experiment, but on those lofty heights of the southern mountains, they have been taken over by a priesthood from hell that are like elders operating at the gates, unleashing all kinds of ghastly and bizarre things into this young nation. 
	What we have to do is, we have to contend for the unfinished assignment that is on America. And it comes down to one thing, it is the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia, it is the Statue of Liberty, it is one-word God gave us – ‘liberty’.
	You cannot have liberty unless you have economic independence because you are a slave economically, unless you have financial self-sufficiency. And God gave that to us and now we are watching this insidious erosion. At the root of it, you are seeing the loss of freedom in every turn, right on down to the freedom to think your own thoughts and speak your own words and gather with your own people. And I believe that it is an overreach from the devil, but only the body of Christ has the authority to deal with the gates of hell. It is not going to be Ben Shapiro on The Daily Wire. It is not going to be some Mitch McConnell certainly doddering around in the Senate. It is going to be the invigorated, powerful Body of Christ. 
	 Key: Only the Body of Christ has the authority to deal with the gates of hell. 
	I think the church itself needs its own recalibration. It is not just the women and the men here in Aglow. It is the actual Body of Christ that needs an upgrade in the places where we see ourselves as domestic house pets, we need to see ourselves as lions. We are not that tame. 
	I want to see if I can get Dutch to talk about a vision or a dream he had or something someone sent him. But it struck him and me when he said it. And it was about the importance of birthing something right now. There is this dangerous moment when there is a whole flock of what looks like sheep that are that are supposed to be lions and they are in this halfway phase of being half lion, half sheep. But if they do not go through the complete reset, if they do not merge into their full identity, then there is a lost harvest. What God wants to do cannot be done by an army of docile, intimidated, uncertain sheep in search of their prophetic word. And so, right now, that lion is on the inside of you. And that is called boldness.
	 Key: We must allow ourselves to be transformed fully into who God needs us to be at this point in history. 
	I know that we have all kinds of dysfunctions. Every time I want to take a step forward, the devil reminds me of every sin I have ever committed or everything I have done wrong or everything that is not adequate in my life. 
	 Key: Life in God awareness, not sin consciousness. 
	The Lord helped me again this week with another revelation. And every time God speaks to me, it is amazing how bluntly clear it is. He said, “You know what your problem is?” I said, “Well Lord, I know there are certain sins I must put under. I know certain things I have to fast and pray. I must become more like Jesus.” 
	“Oh, stop it. Do you know My solution for your tortured, fragile, addicted self? My remedy for you was not a healing session. My remedy for you was execution.”
	Do you realize how much therapy we are trying to get people through when God's solution was a Cross? What are we trying to do, heal the fallen nature? Remedy it?
	 Key: The only thing to do with the old man/nature, is let him stay dead from when he was crucified with Christ on the Cross.
	The truth of the matter is, God's solution was a Cross. Jesus took our old man with Him. “If any man be in Christ he is a new creature, old things have passed away.” Well, forget that, I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless, I live, yet not I, but Christ that lives in me. When He died, you died. When He was buried, you were buried. When He rose, you rose. And all your therapeutic needs and necessities were nailed to the Cross.
	Maybe we should start from that premise, Lord, rather than healing, we start from execution. 
	I remember one day our church was singing as the deer panteth for the water. We were panting and thirsting and thirsting and panting for months and months as the deer. Finally, other people gasped as though I had said something blasphemous. I went up to the pulpit one day and I said, “Would someone shoot that deer and put it out of its misery? Oh, God, I am longing for God, and every meeting I come to we are panting and all, and we are malnourished and we are dying.” You know what I am talking about? 
	Christian Nationalism
	What do you want Me to do for you? I believe America is too young to die. And your greatest argument with death is an unfinished assignment, and I am not willing to let liberty be taken from me anymore. Anything that is suppressing and holding you back from your freedom, draw the line right there and stand there. 
	Anyway, let me give you one really important revelation. I want you to see this, because this is very important.
	I did this event with Hank Kunneman (U.S. Pastor) and we did this arena event out in Omaha, NE - Rush to Excellence. I am thinking we need to have these arena meetings. 
	The new dominionism freak out is ‘Christian Nationalism’. “Well, you are not a Christian nationalist, are you?” Well, I am a Christian and I hate to see the nation get flushed down the toilet. I guess I am. I do not know. It depends on what you mean. 
	One guy said to me once in a rally I went to, “Well, I will tell you what. I will take the flag up any day if I can take that flag to bring people to the Cross. When he said, “I will carry the flag to bring people to the Cross”, I got my understanding of what I want to do as a Christian Nationalist. I want to be a Christian talking about how the nation can be saved. And it is only going to come through Christ and bring people to the Cross, because that's the only solution for America. 
	 Key: The only solution for any nation is people coming to Christ. 
	I have a book that I wrote it before the election so that we could pray for Trump. I never was able to predict that he would certainly win, because here is what I wrote. I wrote, the election will be won by Trump. It is so prophetic. I wrote for a little too refined. I should be writing for a fifth-grade reading level. I wrote it for like a college thesis, but I wanted to make sure I was on record for why I think the things I think. There is a system of thought behind it.
	Woke: A New Religion Fused with Government
	Why it is that Christianity has been replaced by a new sacred? The reason why woke is so dangerous is, it is a new religion. It is a religion fused with government. Something the government was supposed to never do was become the advocate for our religion. This is why we have the amendments of the Bill of Rights, etcetera, to protect us from this overreach. But government now has a religion and it is the woke faith. That is why you are treated like a blasphemer when you disagree with it. 
	I wrote about this in the first chapter and then I wrote about the passport. Come this is like before Covid was really like the big deal. I wrote, “There will be a passport that is going to be used with digital currency attached to it. It is going to be tied into some kind of a vaccine related health passport.” I predicted in the book you can read it. 
	I talked about reset. And the reset the world is talking about is European Davos reset after the nuts in Washington drive up our debt to such an unsolvable level like they are trying to do right now. The dollar gets devalued. The American currency goes into a tailspin, and the world goes through a global reset. I write it out. I wrote about what the dangers are and how it has to be dealt with. 
	America Has an Unfinished Assignment
	I said and when it comes to the future for America, what I have is this, it is the journey of the apostle Paul. Paul had an unfinished assignment to go to Rome. Satan tried to kill him on the way there, tried to sink the ship he was on. He told them what to do. He said, “Do not leave this port.”
	America cannot afford to leave the port that it is in. 
	Then I predicted this in the book, I said, Trump will win the election. It will be like a landslide. Overnight, the news is going to shut down. Everything will go blank. Over the next two to three days, you will see ballots mysteriously showing up in the swing states, and I even named which ones they were going to be. And then suddenly it is going to be a ballot/Biden harvest. And he will be the illegitimate president announced. 
	My only error in my book was one of duration, maybe not even one of error at all. I said eventually when the evidence comes out as fraud, it will have to go to some form of litigation. Because the country will be so divided over it that some courts are going to have to decide whether the evidence is legal or not for decertifying a false result. Well, my gosh, that analysis was started today in Arizona. 
	Now, having said that, I am not one of the prophets saying that Donald Trump is going to be back in the White House because the system is so corrupt. I understand better than my prophet friends because I have been immersed in it longer than them, that it is not a question of whether or not he should be, it is a question of whether or not there is the will to do what is right.
	This is where reformation comes in. We have to reform both parties because there is an unfinished destiny on America. The people that are there right now are not going to fulfill America’s destiny. 
	So, what happened to the Apostle Paul? He warned them, did not leave this port, stay in this port. We should have stayed in this port. Economically, you could see what happened in Afghanistan. We should have stayed in this port politically for another presidential cycle just to solidify the gains that were being made in the first three or four years.
	But what Paul experienced is what I wrote in the book. They overruled his counsel and it was the captains of industry and the government working together that decided. A business and government decided to leave the religious fanatic in the basement. They were going to go do what they wanted to do, and they took off into a perfect storm. And what did this man of God say they could lose? You will lose your ship. You will lose your cargo and possibly your own lives. But they went ahead and did it anyway.
	So, you can say whatever you want. I tell people you want to be careful about just how mad you get at this administration, because do not forget, they are in the cockpit and you are on their plane. I have mixed feelings about bad news with Biden, because I am aware of the fact that every goofy thing he does has a consequence for my kids. So, he has to figure out how to work this thing out. 
	Paul Prayed for His Unfinished Assignment
	What Paul did was he prayed. He prayed for his unfinished assignment. You do not have authority over the freedom of will of other people to do what they do with America. But you have authority over your own destiny. And what Paul did was he prevailed with an angel that came on board that ship and that angel came down. And this is a remarkable piece of information there. 
	In the twenty-seventh chapter of the Book of Acts, the angel comes to Paul and says, “Paul, you have an assignment in Rome. You are like a FedEx package. My job is to deliver you. And you know how the Boss is, He is in a good mood today, so He is giving you all two hundred and seventy-eight souls that are on board this ship. Get this. They are now sailing with you.”
	 Key: Because the people of God continue to pray, a shift will occur and the unfinished assignment will begin to be fulfilled. Hold steady. 
	Most people miss this. In the midst of the shaking and the devastation, when the natural people gave up hope, Intercessor Paul gets a prophetic update directly from Heaven and God says, “You have an appointment in Rome. And from now on, the knuckleheads that did not listen to you are sailing with you. You are no longer with them. As far as the authority of what is going on in the shaking and the natural looks like they are in charge, but in the Spirit, the Boss just tipped it over. It is your ship.” You guys catch that? We have not hit that moment, but that is where we are heading, and I wrote it in my book.
	So, what takes place next? Ship breaks up. God is going to have to deliver a message to people, if they do not listen to Him. And so, the ship breaks up. But they are still alive. The most important thing is, they did not lose their life. 
	When they land at this weird place called Malta, the first thing that happens is the apostle Paul becomes famous for all the wrong reasons. He is throwing wood on a fireplace and out of the heat comes a viper. A venomous viper and everyone on the island knows that bite should cause you to die. 
	He is now famous on the island as the most cursed guy. They even say it. “Imagine that. How odd that a ship would be that lucky, that it would break apart within swimming distance of us. But that guy is evidently so evil, he does not even last five minutes on the island and God is killing him already.”
	It is like getting out of a burning plane and getting run over by the ambulance. This guy is cursed. And Paul sees the viper and he shakes it off in the fire. And now they are watching and they are walking up and down the beach. He is waving at them. He is walking around. He is smiling, waving at them. The crowd is growing. “Is that the guy?” “That the guy?” What do they conclude a day later? He is not a normal human being. We have never seen anyone take that hit and walk around whistling like that.
	He has to go pray for the chief’s father. Now he is involved in politics. First thing Paul does is gets involved with local politics. And the chieftain of the island has a father who is dying of a bloody flux. Can you help my dad? Yeah. Let me go see him. Lays hands on him, and the guy gets healed. The chieftain goes, “This guy is for real and he is my man.”
	Now everyone on that island, two hundred and eighty people that are there on that ship, all the Roman soldiers, all the captains, and all - everybody is Paul's New Apostolic Church. And so, while they are putting together the timing for the new ship, he has expanded apostolic territory. 
	I am going to tell you how this works. You may not have authority that you want at the national level. But you have a replica of those seven mountains in your own backyard. You have your own newspaper, your own mayor's office, your own high school. So, you look at the seven mountains, forget about the national landscape, those principalities are doing a number. It will take longer for that ship to break down. Locally is your Malta. Malta is your local breakthrough.
	 Key: Each one lives in a neighborhood, and a town or city. Start there praying for the local mountains of influence. God has placed Aglow strategically. 
	Trust me, this is all right there in the book. I asked the Lord, I said, “Well, what is that snake bite?” The Lord said, “That is negative press.” I said, “I do not like that, but it sure does ring true.” You will be famous for all the wrong reasons. You will have things said about you that are totally untrue. The viper will come out and bite, but it is only going to bite you because of the heat. It is because of the fire you start that it will come out to attack you. It is a compliment.
	 Key: Persecution can be used for your benefit. 
	The good news is persecution gives you a platform. It gives you a platform of visibility, then you get to demonstrate what God gave you to demonstrate. All of your naysayers and enemies will be proven to be wrong because of the abundance of fruitfulness of what God's doing through you. Does that make sense? How many of you are up for this journey? 
	Talk about recalibrating, talking about a reset. There is a reset for America and a reset for the body of Christ in the midst of the global reset of what they are doing. But we are not going quietly into the night. 
	I asked the Lord, I said, “Is this it? Is this when the antichrist comes? Is this the end time?” We are always so excited about the end times when there is peace and prosperity. Everybody loves to read books about the end times. Then suddenly, when it looks like martyrdom and death, destruction, everybody is not so sure they want to go to into the end times. 
	Here is the final thought. Luke 21, the Lord said tell them this. So, in Luke 21, Jesus says, “You are going to hear wars and rumors or war. And you are going to hear about famines and earthquakes. And these are the beginnings of sorrows. And before those things, I lay hands on you and bring you before rulers and governors, but this is going to be an opportunity for you to testify to them. Now men's hearts are going to fail them for fear of those things that are coming upon the Earth.”
	But listen to this. This is the part people miss. “When these things begin to happen down here on shaking, planet Earth. I want you to look up.” Oh, this is interesting. “Look up. Do not look at the news.” That is why I want to do the Pentecostal Rush routine. I want to be able to give people accurate and incisive insight on what is happening, and I want to pull the veil back and show what God is doing in the midst of it and give people encouragement because we are called to rock this boat. 
	So, here is what Jesus said. “Look up for your redemption draws nigh,” - which is King James for near. But the word that blew my mind, which I wrote in my book out there. It is the word for ‘draws nigh.’ It does not mean it is near like it is close to the midnight hour. It is getting later and later, it is getting closer to the rapture. That is not what it means. It does not refer to drawing near in terms of time. That word in Greek means drawing near in terms of proximity. Heaven is literally coming towards earth.
	This explains what in the world is happening with all the shaking going on, this is where I was writing my book. I said Trump is a Cyrus. 
	I am the guy that put that out there so evangelicals would feel comfortable with it because they were going, “Has he said the prayer yet?” Everybody is all worried about if Donald Trump has said the prayer. That is how weird we are. God sends you a deliverer. Did he say the prayer? Yes, he said it at least half a dozen times with half a dozen evangelists. They have all made him pray. We all make him pray a sinner’s prayer. I am concerned that he thinks he has to do it every day to get saved. 
	Build Me a House
	Anyway, the earth is shaking. But why? Because under the Cyrus, in Haggai, God said, I want you to build Me a house. A house, my friends. God is shaking Heaven and earth because He wants to have a house. But you and I all know it is not a physical house, but it is a spiritual house made up of living stones that come together like you are now.
	He wants relationships among His people that form such a dynamic environment that is irresistible to the Glory of God. And God's Glory shows up and inhabits the house of relationships that He puts together who are an Ecclesia that administrates what is happening in the nations.
	This has been Aglow’s call from the beginning. I am just saying you have to get really close to it now, because this is why all hell is breaking loose, because God is after something. 
	 Key: Aglow’s call has always been to make a place for God’s Presence that showcases His Glory to the world. 
	He is tired of playing church. He shut it down. I think He allowed it to get shut down. He knows pastors would discover Zoom and offerings. So, the whole gathering thing got messed up because God is reconfiguring the body right now. It is a corporate recalibrating and reset.
	One Accord
	So, here is what the Lord is after. A house cannot exist unless you have two or more people gathered in it and they have to have a certain quality called one accord. One accord is the word in Greek, homothumadon. It is where we get the word thermal from. It means like a thermos bottle. It can retain affection. It does not get cold when lawlessness comes in. It stays hot because it knows how to handle the Presence of God and stays in right relationship with each other. 
	So, watch how this works. Hell is here. This is called Second Heaven. Jesus is here. This is called Third Heaven. Redemption, Heaven. So, what is happening? Jesus is coming. And I cannot explain how, except that the closer He gets, the more pressure it puts on this rebellious hierarchy in Second Heaven.
	And so, Satan is under this weight of Glory. It is like the devil is working with us like a boa constrictor to suck the life out of us, the oxygen, the liberty. But that is only because he is getting squeezed out of his place.
	If you see this, simplifying the complex with one picture can set you so free. Because when you see things get worse, you go oh ah, we are not winning here. Why aren’t we? Our prayers are not working. No, maybe they are working. Maybe God's idea is alright. We are going to break that thing up. We are going to deal with some divine discipline and reorganizing in the midst of this. But remember, they are sailing with you. 
	Watch how this works. Hell is now being pushed down. This is why it says in Haggai, go back and read Haggai again. “I am shaking the Heavens and the earth.” Haggai 2:6-7 If we are receiving a Kingdom that cannot be shaken, then know this, Heaven never gets shook. The furniture does not move around in Heaven. It is all locked in. It is an unshakable place. 
	So, if God is shaking the heavens and the earth, then it has to do with all the thrones, dominions, principalities and powers that were made by Jesus for Jesus that rebelled against Him and are now having their visitation. And He is overturning thrones. This results in political and economic upheavals and reiterations and spasms throughout the Earth. Jesus described as nation against nation, kingdom against kingdom and all this chaos. But He said, your job is, do not look at that, look up. Because if you look at it, you are looking at what is happening. If you look up, you will see what is behind it. 
	 Key: When you see chaos all around, look up and see that it is being caused by Heaven coming down and hell being squeezed out. 
	So, redemption is physically closer than it has ever been before. Hell, unfortunately, is closer than it has ever been before because it is being pushed down. That is why things are getting so much more political. That is why evil is getting so much more evil. The Bible says that deceived people are going to be deceived and they are going to deceive other people and they are going to become even more deceived. 
	So, you trying to prayer reverse that - you cannot prayer reverse what was already written in Scripture for the Last Days. But here is what you can do. “Darkness covers the earth and gross darkness the people, but upon you, My light will come.” Isaiah 60:2
	So, the darker it gets in this arena here, the more conspicuous the Light of God - like a spotlight. The darkness creates a contrast so that the Glory that is on God's people is in sharp contrast with the chaos that is on the gloomy that do not have the hope that you have. Does that make sense? 
	Stewarding God’s Kingdom on Earth
	Here is what Jesus said to Michael Crott about his vision about Malta. He said, “The Lord said to me, Lance, those are My people. They are standing in their Kingdom and not shaking.” And I thought that does not make sense because it is really not their kingdom.
	But now I started thinking about this. The Lord told them that they are standing in their kingdom. But you see, when you are a steward of someone else's property, if you are a good steward, you treat it like it is your own. You do not treat it less carefully, you treat it more carefully because it is not yours, it is being loaned to you. Someone gives you a car, they loan it to you. You want to make sure there is no scratches or dents. 
	They are ruling over the sphere that God has given them in the Kingdom to have authority over. Paul was ruling over his Kingdom on Malta and was administrating the Kingdom of God through him on Malta. Does that make sense? 
	But the language strikes me as unusual, because what Mike said was ‘their ruling’ and ‘their’ meaning that God wants you to not be like this. He wants you to identify the territory He has assigned you to so that you occupy till He comes and you do not let the devil diminish the inheritance of what was given to Jesus.
	 Key: Occupy in the place God has given you until Jesus comes – your neighborhood, your town, your state, your nation.
	 am convinced if we had that attitude in America, we would not be backing up constantly wondering if the end is coming, persecution is here and when is the rapture? We would say this nation was not given to the devil or to the Leftist or Progressives, it was actually given for it a divine experiment in freedom. 
	This is supposed to be Jesus’ nation. No, I am not going to ceed it to the devil. That is got to be the attitude of the stewards that are, in a sense stewarding the inheritance. I care about what happens to this nation.
	Closing Prayer
	So, Father, I thank you tonight that the Kingdom of Heaven is drawing near and that You are helping us to see with our eyes, that redemption is drawing near. You are buying back our time. You are buying back our lost opportunities. You are buying back our missed moments, You are buying back our wayward children and You are causing the house to come together. That includes our natural house and includes the bloodline, the house of sons and daughters, that they are all coming in to a divine order, even as we speak right now.
	I pray if you need to have that divine recalibration with your own upgraded identity right now, stand up. I am going to ask Angels of God to mark you. If you need to have like I had to have that moment where it is time you met who you really are and you get your assignment real clear. 
	Father, I thank You right now, for those who are standing into the new season of the new assignment. You are saying when you stand, Lord, I need to get upgraded. I need an upgraded revelation in who I am and what I do. I cannot be wandering around looking for my spiritual mom and dad and a prophecy. It is time that I became the spiritual mom and dad and prophet I am anointed to be. It is time that I became the rock that other people go to instead of wandering around looking for my missing piece.
	Prophetic Word
	I thank You, Father, that redemption is coming to Aglow right now. A first fruits, the Lord says, a first fruits of the Daughters of Zion who will be able to wag their head even at the Babylonians at the gates that have their own plans and purposes.
	But God says, I am going to visit you and I am going to cause you to stand up right. For you will be in agreement with the unfinished assignment upon this ministry and the unfinished assignment upon the nations. 
	Begin to contend as an Ecclesia, says the Lord, that has authority at the gates.
	And do not misunderstand the shaking as being an acceleration of the wrong thing, but see it rather as an answer to divine prayers. For in the shaking, I am rearranging opportunities. In the shaking, I am moving obstacles out of the way. In the shaking, I am taking out the insurmountable things and rearranging the order of things. I am opening up gates that were long locked shut and I am repositioning you, says the Lord. I am repositioning you. Greater authority, greater access and greater utterance. 
	The Lord says, I am going to make you a voice. In an age when media is saying one thing, you are going to become the media that says another, and where they may have bigger microphones, you are going to have more power. The Lord says they may have a bigger reach, but you will have a bigger impact because I am giving you tongues of fire, as in days of old, says the Lord. I am giving you tongues of fire and tons of utterance.
	And even so, your prayer gatherings will be visited again with a fresh anointing and a fresh oil, and a fresh fire. And there is going to be even this adjustment that is going to come along, because the Lord says, as you make the embrace to engage the government mountain so that you contend for your neighborhood, your schools, your homes, your local communities, as you begin to take ownership of the territory around you and the inheritance that God has given you. 
	The Lord just showed me something. There is a new generation of women coming in. It is the younger generation. The moms have not finished till the daughters have risen up. And there is a whole bunch of - I was with Charlie Kirk looking at 4000 of these young conservative Christians down there at the Gaylord Hotel, and I stare at them and I said, they need more Holy Ghost. They need more worship, more Jesus, more tongues, more prophecy, more Pentecostal. They need to get wild and loose over here instead of all uptight and conservative. 
	Charlie has got that army out there and I am telling you, they are built to be the expansion of this vision. And you are not done until they are in their place. For the two generations shall move together, the old, the young, the dreamers of dreams and the visionaries shall run together.
	The older and the younger shall run together, says the Lord. It will not be a sloppy hand-off and a wandering into place. It will be two generations running together. In Jesus’ name, Amen. 
	Linda Jones: Aglow, You have your marching orders. If you have been wondering what your Lighthouse is supposed to do, you just heard it. If you have been wondering what your Area or your Regions are supposed to be doing, you just heard it. This is our day. This is the day that Aglow becomes known in a way that we have never been before. This is our destiny. This is our founding purpose. This is what God has called us for and I believe we are going to begin to see the young women come in. We have been calling them forth for quite a while but this is the day, this is the day that we see young women become part of this ministry all over the world. And for the webcasters and other nations, this is for your nation not just for this nation because this stuff is going on all over the world. So rise up, rise up. Know who you are. Know who God intends you to be. Who He intends you to be and let us stand on that line that is drawn in the sand because He has placed us there. That is where we are. We are going to stand strong for what God has called us to. You agree? Amen. Amen. Amen. I just feel like we need to take a step forward.
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Thank you so much. I appreciate that so much. Thank you. I have known Jane Hansen Hoyt. I have known so many of you. We probably needed to connect even earlier, because I am really feeling like this is a tribe that is so significant in terms of what is needed right now. What a battalion you are in the army of God that can still deliver a knockout blow all over the country and all over the world.

It is the women that actually have risen up, that have become the new echelon of what God is doing for the third great awakening. 

Key: Women have risen and become key leaders in how the Third Great Awakening is unfolding. 

Key: Women have delivered a fatal blow to the enemy all down through time. 

Women Always Expose the Deceiver

It is happening in congressional districts. It is happening in school board meetings. It is women that are putting the fear of God in those people who are trying to destroy America. Those trying to destroy America know how to marginalize men, but they do not know how to do it with women.

When they try to play race cards or gender cards with moms, it always fails because every woman knows that you are messing with my little boy and girl right now. You better just watch what you are doing. And they will not go there. It is one of the only times you see the left silent at a board meeting is when there is an angry, activist mother on a mission. 

So, I want to just unpack this for a second. For too long Christians were - and I hate to say it, but we played into a strategy and the strategy was, even with the seven mountains. I could teach seven mountains and I would always have to make sure everyone understood. I never intended it to be done seriously as though I was going to ‘take over’ anything. Because, as you know, polite Christians do not take over things.

Dominionist

They would call us Dominionists. And I was not even sure what a dominionist was. I just knew it did not sound good. Then I was talking to somebody, it was just a little while ago, and I said, you know, you talk about dominionism as though it is some kind of a bad theology.

You do realize that when Jesus comes back, He is coming back as a Dominionist. And you understand that the issue of Dominion has to do with the debate about when, not if. He is not planning on negotiating or turning the other cheek when He returns.

This is all a period of time for people to determine what they are going to do. And then there is a sentencing day. At that moment, there is no more time to build your case or change your trajectory. He is coming as a Judge. He is not coming as your best friend. 

So, I am looking at this period of the end time and I am really wondering, I think we made a mistake in America. I think the fear of being labeled a Dominionist caused us to so back up and not want to tamper with any field of cultural engagement for fear that we would go too far or justify criticism. 

Key: God spoke about dominion from the beginning and told His people to rule over and to oversee the things of the world. 

Mostly it is a preacher thing, because the preachers are the ones that really should have been early on saying, I mean, I saw it and I would say it, which is probably why I ended up going into the political arena faster than other people, because I saw it all. I said media, arts and entertainment, academia, corporate business, government and courts. These are the areas where the gates of hell will continue to solidify a strong hold and they will not coexist with you. They will put you out of business.

Key: The gates of influence were meant to be occupied by God’s people, not hell’s. 

And as I was looking at that and I saw that developing, I began to do more. I was preaching in those seven mountains and Christians, oh, I got tons of Christian, you know themes that the Bible addresses an awful lot. But I found a vacuum was forming in that one area concerning the gates of influence. 

Conversation with Annabelle

But before I get carried away with that. It is always with trepidation that I bring my wife to a microphone because she is the most forthright and honest person in the world. Which means that she will sometimes say things that I was not ready for.

But I did want to bring up the fact that Annabella is a model of something that I think is all about reset. It has to do with this idea of recalibrating. I am bringing her up here for this reason because it was I do not know, when did you start doing the ministry? It was at Nancy's event now that I think about it. 

Annabelle: It was like around three years ago. It started, we started with a few families, but then it took off. Sometimes you do not plan these things. 

Lance: Yes, I was up with Dutch Sheets. Curiously enough, Dutch last year, we were together up with Nancy Hansen at a prayer rally in Philadelphia. And I was up there and it was our anniversary at that time. When Nancy heard it was our anniversary, she said, “I want you to go out to dinner.” And so we had a date night. 

Annabelle: Romantic. 

Lance: Yeah, a romantic date night or something like that. I was in the middle of a prayer rally for the saving of America. While we were at dinner and Annabelle and I are sitting there, I want to talk about whatever she wants to talk about. She is going on and on about this vision she has for single mothers that are raising children - that they do not have any resources. The kids do not have beds. They do not have anything. They totally are a lost kind of like people group. Politically they are used as pawns in a political game, but nobody cares about them. 

They live in a kind of a tragic existence of negligence, because unless you see the need and go in there - the government is so all over the place. You think they are doing something, but they are not. Then they are not addressing the problems that are in the inner city. They are not addressing the problems with single mothers and the under-resourced families.

Key: God never intended for governments to take care of people. He intends for His people to take care of people.

So she is talking about this the whole night. At one point, I realize that she is not changing the subject. It is not like, “Well, what is new with you?” You ever notice what you talk about, but she was going on and on and on. And the Holy Spirit said, “Listen to what she is saying.” Because you see, this is happening for many women in the body of Christ. There is a period of life where you are giving yourself to nurture your family, or a work, or a ministry, or your husband, and what he is doing and then a strange thing starts to happen.

A Personal Reset or Recalibration that Fine Tunes Destiny

The guy might become a little bit more sentimental about grandkids and family and being more sedentary and more kind of like focused on not going around the world. And the wife, the woman at that point starts to feel like she is still got something to do and she has got to do it. 

So, I felt I wanted you to hear that, because this is about the reset. It is about recalibrating with your own destiny.

Key: No matter one’s age, destiny is still at work.

The fact is that there is a strange crossing that takes place somewhere right about now in our trajectory of age, where women with unfinished assignments are authorized to do the thing that they are supposed to do. And it is no longer connected to what someone else was doing. It is what they are called to do.

And that is a bit awkward because women are designed as helpmates to fulfill and complete something. So that means that we (as men) have to kind of come alongside and help you do what you are called to do. Does that make sense? So, Annabelle that is what I am saying.

Annabelle: So, Lance is falling in love with the 10 and 11-year-olds. We have kids church at my house every day. So, we go to church now with these three little boys and they come over and they play with the Nerf guns.

But anyway, the thing is like so exciting because we just had a little water disaster in our house, so we had to give away a bedroom set. When I called Center for Transforming Lives, that id the YWCA in Fort Worth, they changed their name, I just asked them who needed a bedroom set. And they told me that this lady, Thai Lynn, needed a bedroom set. 

She just came out of homelessness. And so, when I called her to make the delivery plans, she said, “Yeah, I need a bedroom set, but can you get my seven-year-old a bed? He never slept on a bed in his life.” And then I said, “Wait, wait, wait, wait! What does that mean?” And she said, “He slept in the car. He slept on the floor. He slept on the couch. He slept on an air mattress, but he never slept on a bed.”

So, my friend, Wanda, was with me and she is like, not on my watch! So, Wanda bought the first twin bed and now we have bought way over 300 beds since two years ago when we really got into beds.

Today - just today, - Mattress Firm just gave us a 26-foot truck full of beds, a 16-foot truck full of beds, and the 16-foot truck had to go back because they could not fit all the beds and a car full of beds. So, we are in the bed business. 

Lance: Yeah. So anyways, so the Lord is telling me, “Hey, you have to make room for this vision. It is going to be a little awkward at times.” I was home one day and the doorbell is ringing, and Amazon is dropping off boxes. I did not know that Annabelle needed a warehouse for her project. Our house was the warehouse. So, I am piling up these boxes in the middle of our living room there and now it is looking like at the Alamo. I am recreating physical architecture. Well. when she comes home, it is over my head. And I said, “What in the world?” She says, “Oh, that is like the mattresses and the cushion.”

Annabelle: No, that was the bedding. That was all Christmas presents. It was right there. 

Lance: The bedding. Christmas presents. 

Annabelle: Lots of good stuff. Coats. Clothes.

Lance: So at that point, I said, we really - listen, this is not going to last forever. So, we have to get you a storage unit. How much do you have now?

Annabelle: Well, right now we have five warehouses and it is 9000 square feet. We had to get a new one today because we did not have any room. I know you said no more, but what was I going to do with all the rest of those beds? You were in the car with me when I saw…

Lance: Yeah, I know. But I was not thinking I was agreeing. OK, so then I thought I was nodding to an update and I was not nodding…okay.

Annabelle: Selective listening.

Lance: Yeah. So, but then we do have like this 26-foot truck she is calling in and it comes in, you know, so and I realized something here.

Annabelle: You hear that shock in his voice?

Lance: Yeah. Well, 26-foot truck in your driveway is a big truck to suddenly have somebody be delivering.

So, I am here to say that there is a thing happening. And how many of you, you ladies particularly feel like this is an important word for you? That part of the reset is to recalibrate with your own dreams and visions from previous seasons for things that you wanted to see done or it is an activation of a gift where it might not be an enterprise like this, but it is where you are called to become like a precinct captain or something. And we went there and the political call is there, because I am telling you, at our age, there is something happening. 

Key: Look again at the dreams in your heart and see what Holy Spirit is causing to rise to the surface at this point in history.

We are not Defined by Age

There are two thoughts I want to share with you. I do not want you to ever forget. Kenneth Hagan said this, and I heard this when I was in my forties and fifties. I never forgot it. And I thought I will need that later on in life. 

He was starting to forget things and then he caught himself saying, “Well, you know, that is what happens when you get my age. You start forgetting things. And the Holy Spirit spoke up inside him and said, “You are transformed by the renewing of your mind. Do you think your mind age is in a hundred years? Do you think that the thousand-year old angels are a little slower than the five hundred-year old angels?” 

In other words, in the age to come, are you slowed? In other words, your mind is part of the function of your soul and your soul does not fatigue. Your body may wear down, but your inner man actually is getting stronger. 

Key: The inner man lives in the Presence of God and is always strong and never weak. 

Key: Age is not a defining factor in who you are in God’s sight. 

That is why I get a kick out of some of you. I see you jump up in the aisle and start dancing around and running around because your inner man is still running around sanctuaries even if your body says, “Watch out for that person!” So, you do not have to fatigue in your soul or buy into the fact that you are slowing down. 

The second thing I want you to know is your mind is spiritual and your soul does not age. It matures. It does not age. Your body does stuff in your soul, but your mind does not have to. 

Key: The mind is spiritual and the soul does not age. 

I want you to know that I just turned sixty-five and I cannot believe it because at sixty-five my dad retired in the oil business. He did not ever really retire. He is still in business for himself. He left the oil business he was working at and started his own company. 

I want you know something, sixty-five is not what it used to be. I am not saying that because I turned sixty-five. It was fortunately in my bloodline. My dad would go on and start his own business after that. But most people are retiring in their head at the wrong time.

I was just thinking about this. Donald Trump was considering running for President when he was sixty-five and decided to do it when he was 70. So, he is seventy-five now. So, what I am saying is the age factor, you got to be very careful what you agree with, because your agreements authorize your experience.

Key: What you speak out your mouth, your body tries to conform. Speak life and align with Heaven.

Dual Generational Move

Your greatest and most useful days are in front of you right now. And I am not saying that because this is in older audience. I am saying it because I know what the mind of the Spirit is. You see, there is a dual generation move that God has for the last days where the fathers have turned their hearts to their children, the children to their fathers. 

I think about that when this mischievous way that God got me involved with Annabelle's ministry. It would not be through mattresses and bedding and pillows and kitchen things and storehouses and all the tables or the lovely moms that she works with. Which can be exasperating at times working with them. I mean, you know, they are calling her up because she is like Mama Belle. These are her like her daughters out there. She is helping them get their lives together.

But their 10-year old sons, I am thinking that we have to get them in church. So, I am taking them to church. Then after church, we have to do something. So, I end up becoming like the children's pastor and nobody is as much fun as me because I am a big kid and I have a credit card. So, next thing you know, I start to love these 10-year old, but then they are telling their other friends.

So, they are bringing their other friends to church - not really for church, but for hanging out afterwards so they could all be in my house. Now my heart is getting engaged with all these young 10-year old young men and I am seeing that with the right fathers and the right influence, there is no young man at 10 that has to go the way of crime if they have the right family and church. 

Here is my point. We backed up from challenging the world system and we are letting them mess everything up while we are polite and not being dominionist. What we should be doing is saying God has a system for economics. You are messing it up!

Do you know that the Bible says, “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of God.” When did we decide to rewrite that and say ‘Christians shall not live by bread alone.’ This is God's intention for mankind, not just for Christians. Man shall not live by bread alone. 

Every system, from education to marriage to gender identity - every realm the devil is messing around with right now, God has a word that is a truth that can correct and fix and bring health and healing. It is a fact. 

Key: For every ailment in society, the answer can be found in God. 

So, do you have anything else you want to say, honey, while I am up here? 

Annabelle: If you want to hear more about Furnishing Families of Texas, that is the website. We are going to have them in every major city in the country.

There is already people coming up all over the place saying, “How do we do this? How do we do that?” The truth of the matter is, we do not know how we did it. God did it. Look, we started it and then He keeps breathing on it.

It causes us to shake. I am not kidding. We are not Quakers or anything, but we do stand around praying and all of a sudden, we are like, oh my God, this is so exciting.

Lance: Yes, it is. 

Annabelle: There are a lot of men involved, too. It is not only a bunch of women. 

Lance: Thank you Annabelle. 

So, we got that we got the white board here, but I want you to see this because it is a picture. What happens with men, what happens with women is kind of a curious thing.

And it is this trajectory right here and it goes like this. That does not mean you have to separate. What it does mean is that the men are focused on the task, the mission. And as they get older, they start focusing more on like, you know, you will see, it will be on the kids or on the home. It is on something a little more domestic. Women, on the other hand, are focused on the family in this stage and trying to support their husband and what they are doing. Then their parents as they are getting older. But then they hit this point here and then they have their task.

See task is where the men start, but task is where many women get to finish. And so, you have to see that this is the recalibration that has to happen. And so, in a couple you have to have the recalibration with yourself, with God and with the significant others in your life.

Recalibrating with God and Others

And here is what I mean by that. In order to have a reset, to make this something less abstract and spiritual, which I will definitely get into, it has to also be something you can execute. Every five or seven years, the biblical cycle is Shmeat. You really have to have a sit down and do an analysis of your relationship and marriage or with your children, for instance, because if you are really a believer, you are not the same person you were seven or 10 years ago.

I was such a neophyte in areas of politics and worldly affairs. I was just full tilt boogie revival, Holy Ghost, praying in tongues, signs, wonders. I taught seven mountains purely from a here is how the world works so someone else can go in there and know that it is a legitimate thing to go into business, that you are just as called for your mountain as I am for the ministry. And I was over there in the church world.

Well, if I had to meet with myself seven or eight years ago, I would not recognize myself because I am a lot more cynical about how the world works now, because I actually understand it better. And I realize that some of the changes that I thought were going to happen are not going to happen. Unless the Kingdom come, the devil will not go. 

Anyway, you had that conversation with your spouse and you say, how am I different now than I was when we married? How am I different now than I was? In other words, it is up to you to get clear on how you are different and you need to have the conversation with yourself. How am I different now than I was? Because if you are growing, something should be changing and your thinking has to mature and your capacity for self-awareness has to increase. I noticed this about me more now than I did. And before I might not have seen it, but I own it now. I see that I have this tendency. 

Key: As we grow, the ways in which we interact with others and with God have to go to higher levels of relationship.

So, your relationship with God has to go there. Some people never recalibrate with God. That is why I am always interested when people do these name changes. Well his name is not that anymore, he changed to that. Well, they would have these conversations with God and God would help give them an identity upgrade by changing their name. And so, like Abram became Abraham and, you know, various other people had this happen.

But the point is, you actually have to talk to the Lord about who are you now that you need to embrace and you have to grow into it. I realized this when people started coming up to me and I realized that I see myself as a peer, but I am not a peer anymore in the eyes of a lot of people that do not know me as a peer. They actually take me seriously. 

I mean, I realized when I was starting to do broadcasting, it was one thing when it was me ranting alone at night and I am wondering what other kind of eccentric person would be up at one o'clock in the morning praying in tongues and talking politics. Then one day I noticed it was 60,000 people. And then I looked at how many people is sixty thousand, and I saw stadiums filled with people.

The next time I turned the phone on, I almost had a panic attack, because now I could see that there were people there. I was far freer when I did not see anybody. But I began to realize what I say has an impact on people. What I am doing is going to have an impact. And they actually look to me to have insight and not just rants. 

Does that make sense to you? Because you might have more authority then you are exercising because you never upgraded your own self-identity.

Why do you think we love prophecy so much, even at this age? So many of us in our senior years cannot wait to get a word. 

The majority of prophecy is you hearing someone else tell you what you secretly wish you could agree with God on for yourself, hoping that their insight is going to catalyze in you a greater appropriation of whatever it is that you are trying to become, which is a fancy way of saying you simply do not agree with who God says you are, so you get excited when a prophet tells you. How about from God's perspective, do you think He is actually enjoying that?

Key: Learn to agree with what God says about you whether or not you receive a prophecy about it. 

I listened to Joyce Meyers once. She said, “You know, when I was young, when I had to write that big check - because I remember this, I was this way with Annabelle. She was always the eager giver. And I was a little more Jewish. I give, but I was counting the cost - Joyce said, “oh, you know, when you start out and you put that 20-dollar bill in the offering you have to get a confirmation, you have to get peace in your spirit and a Bible verse. You know, if it is a hundred-dollar check. Oh, you really have to hear God on that, there has to be a little witness, the witness of the Spirit. You talk with your spouse, you got to pray about it. Pray over it, too. The two of you have to agree. Now, after you have done that, I do not need to go through all that. When God tells me to write a check, I just write it.”

Her point was, the more mature you get, the less of an ordeal it should be for God to convince you of something. And if you don't mind me saying so, the Almighty would like you to know that He wants you to get past the need to feel affirmed and loved and chosen and valued.

Key: As you mature in God, be quicker to obey!

You are the adults now in the room. You are not adolescents anymore. It is time you recalibrated with God and ask the Lord, who am I? And if you really do not know, if you have two or three good friends - prophetic prayer partners, ask them to help you get that recalibration upgraded identity.

Who do you see me as and what do you see me doing that I have never done before? 

Who do you see me becoming?

These are the questions you want to ask them. And do not talk. Give them permission to give you clarity on where they see you now, what they see you doing and who they see you becoming and activating. Because you have to go there because the world needs you to show up.

Key: The world needs us to show up in our God-given identity, not anything less. 

If you show up small, you are not giving God a big platform. Does that make sense to you? So, the Lord wants us to move into that task. 

By the way, it is so great to hear about that precinct story, because I have to say, lately I have had this verse popping out at me each time I open the Bible and it was kind of bothering me. Ever have a Bible where it opens in a certain place and you are wondering if it is because of the crease in the Bible or if God is trying to talk to you? But now, if you got more than one Bible and it pops open on it, you are in trouble. 

What Do You Want ME To Do For You?

Here it is. This is a wild verse. What are you going to do when Jesus says this one to you? “What do you want Me to do for you?” This is a very perplexing thing for the Almighty to say to you, but He is saying it to you right now. The Lord is saying, “What do you want Me to do for you?” Luke 18:41 Because what I realize is we kind of become addicted to narrating the problem. 

One day I was walking around the neighborhood and I was talking about the challenges I was having in Jewish terms. It is called kvetching. In Psalmist language, I was pouring out my complaint unto the Lord. And I am walking around my neighborhood and I am talking about the financial challenges and how ever since I left the business world and the ministry, people think I am in business, so nobody is giving me any money.

They think I am rich and they are always hitting me up for money. I am a nonprofit! I taught these seven mountains and how am I going to help the seven mountains? We need to get the message out. We need to get people away. 

And the Lord stopped me? He said, “Well, will you stop rehearsing to Me the nature of the problem? I want you to start praying Bible prayers, not your complaining prayers that you are calling communion with God. Stop telling Me what is not working and what is wrong and start telling Me what you want to see manifested as in showing up.” 

I will tell you what, it took me one more trip around the block to come up with the Biblical conversation with God.

I was thinking, “Oh my gosh, I am so used to pouring out my anxieties, my fears, my uncertainties, my needs, my longings, my yearnings, the problems of the world etc. I am more feminine than I thought now that I think about it.

Pray the Solution, not the Need

Then after a whole block, I came up with this. “What does the solution look like?” The Lord said, “Pray the solution.”

Even though I was understanding what He said the first time, the solution is, “What do you want to see?” Oh, OK. 

What I want to see: I want to see maybe 100 or 200 business people that are really motivated going away to a grand event at a great resort somewhere. I want it to be a first-class resort. We are going to go away and it will be like a vacation, but it is a vacation with God. And I get to teach them. I will have other preachers around that I like to hang around and we are going to fellowship and we are going to get in the Word and it is going to be a first-class kind of vacation resort experience. 

I say, all right, I can work with that. I was thinking, that is so unrealistic. Aren't You listening to me when I am telling you what the problems are? Within a week or two, we start having these things. I said, “This is like a dream. It is a dream.”

So, I said, “All right, that is it! We are going to call it a Dream Trip.” And I just did like 20 dream trips to exotic locations. And people showed up and we had to cut it off at a hundred people, but it was like we just did it. And the reason it happened is because I stopped rehearsing the problem and started saying, here is what the solution looks like. 

You know, I was talking to Jesse Duplantis the other night. I hardly ever get to talk to him, but I am running into him because of the Flash Point program. It is like the number one program in all of Copelands Victory Network. It is a news analysis program which a lot of the Word of Faith people do not know what to do with that, because that is not exactly what they do. But it is like, come on. “You don't think that the Bible addresses current events?” 

Jesse Duplantis said, “I got a Jet.” He smiled all the time. This is an interesting fellow. “I got myself a new jet. I will tell you, truth is when I found out how much it costs, I did not necessarily have faith for the jet. The Lord said, ‘Jesse, I did not tell you to have faith for millions. I said, just believe for a jet.”

Faith Calls the Promise Forth

So, you see, you can put your faith on the manifestation of what you want. You do not have to exasperate your faith by trying to believe for X millions of dollars. Just see the finished product and call it in. That is your job. You see the finished product and call it in. Somebody over there got what I am saying. Anybody over here hearing what I am talking about. I am talking about this. This is because it is for America, for the world right now.

Key: Faith sees the finished product and calls it in.

We could become, if we are not careful, expert clinicians at describing what does not work. Here is the deal. The Left in media is in denial. So there goes like a lie all the time. They do not even want to recognize what is going on. The danger in the conservative world is they tell you the truth but unless they are Pentecostal, they do not have any hope. 

Lance “Rush” Wallnau – A Recalibrated Identity

The Lord said to me, “What do you want Me to do for you?”. The first thing I prayed I thought I would be like Solomon, you know, someone like Solomon that I might have an ear to hear. I wanted to please Jesus with the right answer to that. I said, “Oh that I would have a heart that would please You, and live a life that would please You.”

It took me a while to realize that that sounded like a good spiritual answer, but it was not what He was asking. And it is like He is saying, “Oh, not you! You are going to go religious on Me, too?”

“Oh that I would have a heart that pleases You!” 

I tell You the truth. I miss Rush Limbaugh. I miss him. I will tell You what, 20 million Americans miss him, too - and a whole lot of them are Christians, because at least he would tell you the truth.

He is the mayor of Realville, but somehow, he provided you with that certainty. Every day you could go hear his voice and he gave you - you never had to worry about a weird prophecy from him - he just says what is going to happen and it happened. And he never lets you get too despairing or too overoptimistic. Rush kind of kept it real, right there and always full of hope. And I miss that. And I prayed. I was upset. I said I prayed so hard for him to be healed and he did not get healed. 

I prayed for Donald Trump. You know, to have success in that second term. And look at all the mess we got. I was honest with the Lord about this stuff anyway. 

So, He says to me, “What do you want Me to do for you?” Man, it is so hard when He does that to me, I said, “Well, I am sixty-five. It is kind of old to learn how to do broadcast journalism. I do not even have a radio show. I can just start with podcasting and radio is kind of out. Everyone is telling me anyway. But I want to step into the void where Rush was. But I am Pentecostal. I need to be a Pentecostal Rush Limbaugh. 

Now, that is going to be very weird because just about the time people are going to start despairing or we have our open mike Friday and people start calling in, we are going to have to break out in prayer, bind the devil and pray in tongues. It will be the world's most unusual radio broadcast. And I said, “By the way, when he was younger, he had those Rush to Excellence Tours all over the country. So, I think we need to have some arena events. We need some Holy Ghost arena events.

I am telling you, I am prophesying to you that there are 80 million people who voted for Donald Trump. Half of those people are saved. At least when you are frustrated, there is a hope of possibly an awakening or a rapture or something.

But what about the other 40 million miserable Americans? They kind of believe in God, they love the flag and they are looking for Donald Trump again. They are worried about the future. You have got such a low hanging fruit. I am telling you, we got at least 20 or 30 million souls right there registered to the Republican Party, ready to cash it in. There is your Rush to Excellence Tours. 

I think we need to have some rallies. I think it will be very weird. I have not seen it yet. I have not seen that merger of politically relevant truth-telling, conservative powerpack and anointed great awakening, preaching with an altar call and worship experience yet.

But I am laying this on you, because if I can put anyone in charge of this thing, it is going to be Aglow International. You guys got to help me with it. Now you have to agree with it. They have to really believe it, and I am not trying to create any discord here, but we do have a whole nation to save. 

So the Lord, He heard me finally. He said, “Oh, well now there is an answer. At least you gave Me an answer to My question, ‘what do you want Me to do for you?” You know what, I start this week.

I do not even know what I am going to do. I just started doing my Pentecostal Rush Limbaugh broadcast. I did it before I came here. Nobody on my staff understood what I was talking about. I said, I want this song. I want this music. I want these sound effects. They thought I lost my mind. I finally just forced them to do it. I said play that song. Then they came out after I did my little broadcast, and they said, well that was kind of good. I go, yeah, I know it was kind of good. This is what I am supposed to do. This is my recalibrated identity. Does that make sense? 

Now, if that can happen for me at sixty-five and if Annabelle can be doing this at forty-five. Then there is room for everyone in this room to start to recalibrate. 

Now, I will tell you something else. This is what I am saying. You really do not need to have a prophecy. Now prophecy is great. Prophecy is for real. What I want you to hear, what would you just break down in tears if a prophet, came out and told you? Well, write that down.

I had a friend of mine who was going into surgery and he came through it. He came through it great. He looks at me and he goes, “Well, you know, I was just fortunate.” We are with a bunch of guys. He goes, “Well, I got a word from a prophet. And the word was that I was going to pull through this thing. I was actually going to be an old man before I was finished.” I said, “Wow.” He said, “Yes, I knew I was going to be like ‘99 or 92 or 93 years old.” I said, “That is wild.” He says to me, “I am going to be strong right up to then.” So that is such great news. So everybody left, I said, “Just out of curiosity, I noticed that you did not mention who the prophet was, but who was the prophet?” He goes, “Oh,” looks around and goes, “It was me.”

He said, “I realize I am waiting for some prophet to come tell me this, and the Lord said to me, I already told you. What are you waiting for someone else to tell you for? Don't you hear Me?” Remember what I said about Joyce Meyers with that offering teaching?

Key: When the Lord speaks something to you personally, believe it then. You do not need another to come and tell you what the Lord has already spoken to you.

Unfinished Assignments

You do not need to have a prophet come, have to have confirmation, a prophetic dream, angels show up, or one of your friends knock on the door at 3 a.m. and say, “I saw the same vision.” It should get easier after a while. You do not have to have five confirmations because the longer you go with God, it should be easy for Him to confirm stuff to you. 

Alright, well. I was not planning on talking about any of this tonight. 

I was listening to those ladies talking earlier, and it got me thinking about this stuff. I want to give you one picture before we are finished. I will give you another one tomorrow morning.

One of the things that we have to do is, we have to make the complex simple so that we can execute it. 

Oh, by the way, the other thing the Lord told me to tell you is, do not agree with your memory going because your mind is not your brain. Your brain may be fatigued, but your mind is the part that is eternal. And so, your operating system is the renewing of your mind, not the vitamin surplus in your brain. 

Key: Your mind is eternal. Do not make an agreement with memory loss, etc. Renew your mind with His Word. 

Secondly, when you get those aches and pains and panic attacks and then as we get older, people are going to the hospital. I got a word for you on this. Let's just get this one straight now and clean it up fast. Your greatest argument with death, is not the grandkids or their wife or your husband. It's an unfinished assignment.

Key: Your greatest argument with death is unfinished assignments. 

I got that one when I was with Senator Mike Crotts down there in Georgia. And the guy dies. It is a word from Kim Klement. Mike is supposed to be in politics. He is on the campaign trail, dies, has a heart attack.

He said that he was 15 minutes there outside the Marriott Hotel, and then another 30 minutes over in the emergency room. They are trying to resuscitate him. He has been forty-five minutes dead and he is in a vision with Jesus.

This is at the Garden of Eden outside of paradise. You know if he goes too far, he will get sucked in and he will never come back. He wants the Lord to send his son and his wife, Phyllis, to him here. He is happy. He does not want to go back in his body. Nobody that goes there, by the way, wants to come here. 

And the Lord says to him, I want to show you something. He shows him this lake over there with these circles and spheres, ripples almost like the carpet right here, ripple effect, ripples, a shaking is happening in the earth. He sees people standing up in their ordinary professions and spheres of occupation, standing immovable and unshakable and people coming towards the islands of stability in the midst of a world that is shaking. And the Lord says, “you are called to go into the government arena. That is what your assignment is. You are not ready. You are not supposed to be here yet. You have an unfinished assignment, Mike.” 

And at that moment, his wife, Phyllis, has been prophesying the word of the Lord. “The Lord says you are going to have a son named Caleb and you are going to be walking a political office. Michael, you have not been in politics yet.” 

And they are trying to pull her out of the emergency room because she is acting like a delirious Pentecostal and she is fighting her way back. Finally, she grabs his leg and while he is up there having this conversation with Jesus, his wife is doing all the work getting him back into his body. 

The security guy pulls her off his body and she comes back in and jumps in one more time and slaps her hands, and says, “Michael, come back into your body now!” And she just looks at him and says, “That is it.” And he comes back. 

But all of a sudden, this guy is supposed to be dead, all the lights are beep, beep, beep, beep, they are freaking out. And the doctor turns around and looks at Phyllis. He says, “Now you have done it.” She is a young charismatic. “What did I do? Did I do something wrong?” He says, “We will be fortunate if we can sustain him in a coma. He will be brain dead.” She thought, oh my God, did I do something wrong? She thought maybe she should not have prayed that way. She brought him back and she is supposed to leave him there and she is all confused. And the next day, Mike's brain comes back 100 percent and he goes on to get elected a couple of times.

In our talking about this afterward, I said, “This is so interesting, because what kept you alive was not your wife's prayers or your prophecies. What kept you alive was the unfinished assignment and the command to come back into alignment with the unfinished assignment.”

America is too Young to Die

America is too young to die. As republics go, we have only been around 300 some odd years. It is a young experiment, but on those lofty heights of the southern mountains, they have been taken over by a priesthood from hell that are like elders operating at the gates, unleashing all kinds of ghastly and bizarre things into this young nation. 

What we have to do is, we have to contend for the unfinished assignment that is on America. And it comes down to one thing, it is the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia, it is the Statue of Liberty, it is one-word God gave us – ‘liberty’.

You cannot have liberty unless you have economic independence because you are a slave economically, unless you have financial self-sufficiency. And God gave that to us and now we are watching this insidious erosion. At the root of it, you are seeing the loss of freedom in every turn, right on down to the freedom to think your own thoughts and speak your own words and gather with your own people. And I believe that it is an overreach from the devil, but only the body of Christ has the authority to deal with the gates of hell. It is not going to be Ben Shapiro on The Daily Wire. It is not going to be some Mitch McConnell certainly doddering around in the Senate. It is going to be the invigorated, powerful Body of Christ. 

Key: Only the Body of Christ has the authority to deal with the gates of hell. 

I think the church itself needs its own recalibration. It is not just the women and the men here in Aglow. It is the actual Body of Christ that needs an upgrade in the places where we see ourselves as domestic house pets, we need to see ourselves as lions. We are not that tame. 

I want to see if I can get Dutch to talk about a vision or a dream he had or something someone sent him. But it struck him and me when he said it. And it was about the importance of birthing something right now. There is this dangerous moment when there is a whole flock of what looks like sheep that are that are supposed to be lions and they are in this halfway phase of being half lion, half sheep. But if they do not go through the complete reset, if they do not merge into their full identity, then there is a lost harvest. What God wants to do cannot be done by an army of docile, intimidated, uncertain sheep in search of their prophetic word. And so, right now, that lion is on the inside of you. And that is called boldness.

Key: We must allow ourselves to be transformed fully into who God needs us to be at this point in history. 

I know that we have all kinds of dysfunctions. Every time I want to take a step forward, the devil reminds me of every sin I have ever committed or everything I have done wrong or everything that is not adequate in my life. 

Key: Life in God awareness, not sin consciousness. 

The Lord helped me again this week with another revelation. And every time God speaks to me, it is amazing how bluntly clear it is. He said, “You know what your problem is?” I said, “Well Lord, I know there are certain sins I must put under. I know certain things I have to fast and pray. I must become more like Jesus.” 

“Oh, stop it. Do you know My solution for your tortured, fragile, addicted self? My remedy for you was not a healing session. My remedy for you was execution.”

Do you realize how much therapy we are trying to get people through when God's solution was a Cross? What are we trying to do, heal the fallen nature? Remedy it?

Key: The only thing to do with the old man/nature, is let him stay dead from when he was crucified with Christ on the Cross.

The truth of the matter is, God's solution was a Cross. Jesus took our old man with Him. “If any man be in Christ he is a new creature, old things have passed away.” Well, forget that, I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless, I live, yet not I, but Christ that lives in me. When He died, you died. When He was buried, you were buried. When He rose, you rose. And all your therapeutic needs and necessities were nailed to the Cross.

Maybe we should start from that premise, Lord, rather than healing, we start from execution. 

I remember one day our church was singing as the deer panteth for the water. We were panting and thirsting and thirsting and panting for months and months as the deer. Finally, other people gasped as though I had said something blasphemous. I went up to the pulpit one day and I said, “Would someone shoot that deer and put it out of its misery? Oh, God, I am longing for God, and every meeting I come to we are panting and all, and we are malnourished and we are dying.” You know what I am talking about? 

Christian Nationalism

What do you want Me to do for you? I believe America is too young to die. And your greatest argument with death is an unfinished assignment, and I am not willing to let liberty be taken from me anymore. Anything that is suppressing and holding you back from your freedom, draw the line right there and stand there. 

Anyway, let me give you one really important revelation. I want you to see this, because this is very important.

I did this event with Hank Kunneman (U.S. Pastor) and we did this arena event out in Omaha, NE - Rush to Excellence. I am thinking we need to have these arena meetings. 

The new dominionism freak out is ‘Christian Nationalism’. “Well, you are not a Christian nationalist, are you?” Well, I am a Christian and I hate to see the nation get flushed down the toilet. I guess I am. I do not know. It depends on what you mean. 

One guy said to me once in a rally I went to, “Well, I will tell you what. I will take the flag up any day if I can take that flag to bring people to the Cross. When he said, “I will carry the flag to bring people to the Cross”, I got my understanding of what I want to do as a Christian Nationalist. I want to be a Christian talking about how the nation can be saved. And it is only going to come through Christ and bring people to the Cross, because that's the only solution for America. 

Key: The only solution for any nation is people coming to Christ. 

I have a book that I wrote it before the election so that we could pray for Trump. I never was able to predict that he would certainly win, because here is what I wrote. I wrote, the election will be won by Trump. It is so prophetic. I wrote for a little too refined. I should be writing for a fifth-grade reading level. I wrote it for like a college thesis, but I wanted to make sure I was on record for why I think the things I think. There is a system of thought behind it.

Woke: A New Religion Fused with Government

Why it is that Christianity has been replaced by a new sacred? The reason why woke is so dangerous is, it is a new religion. It is a religion fused with government. Something the government was supposed to never do was become the advocate for our religion. This is why we have the amendments of the Bill of Rights, etcetera, to protect us from this overreach. But government now has a religion and it is the woke faith. That is why you are treated like a blasphemer when you disagree with it. 

I wrote about this in the first chapter and then I wrote about the passport. Come this is like before Covid was really like the big deal. I wrote, “There will be a passport that is going to be used with digital currency attached to it. It is going to be tied into some kind of a vaccine related health passport.” I predicted in the book you can read it. 

I talked about reset. And the reset the world is talking about is European Davos reset after the nuts in Washington drive up our debt to such an unsolvable level like they are trying to do right now. The dollar gets devalued. The American currency goes into a tailspin, and the world goes through a global reset. I write it out. I wrote about what the dangers are and how it has to be dealt with. 

America Has an Unfinished Assignment

I said and when it comes to the future for America, what I have is this, it is the journey of the apostle Paul. Paul had an unfinished assignment to go to Rome. Satan tried to kill him on the way there, tried to sink the ship he was on. He told them what to do. He said, “Do not leave this port.”

America cannot afford to leave the port that it is in. 

Then I predicted this in the book, I said, Trump will win the election. It will be like a landslide. Overnight, the news is going to shut down. Everything will go blank. Over the next two to three days, you will see ballots mysteriously showing up in the swing states, and I even named which ones they were going to be. And then suddenly it is going to be a ballot/Biden harvest. And he will be the illegitimate president announced. 

My only error in my book was one of duration, maybe not even one of error at all. I said eventually when the evidence comes out as fraud, it will have to go to some form of litigation. Because the country will be so divided over it that some courts are going to have to decide whether the evidence is legal or not for decertifying a false result. Well, my gosh, that analysis was started today in Arizona. 

Now, having said that, I am not one of the prophets saying that Donald Trump is going to be back in the White House because the system is so corrupt. I understand better than my prophet friends because I have been immersed in it longer than them, that it is not a question of whether or not he should be, it is a question of whether or not there is the will to do what is right.

This is where reformation comes in. We have to reform both parties because there is an unfinished destiny on America. The people that are there right now are not going to fulfill America’s destiny. 

So, what happened to the Apostle Paul? He warned them, did not leave this port, stay in this port. We should have stayed in this port. Economically, you could see what happened in Afghanistan. We should have stayed in this port politically for another presidential cycle just to solidify the gains that were being made in the first three or four years.

But what Paul experienced is what I wrote in the book. They overruled his counsel and it was the captains of industry and the government working together that decided. A business and government decided to leave the religious fanatic in the basement. They were going to go do what they wanted to do, and they took off into a perfect storm. And what did this man of God say they could lose? You will lose your ship. You will lose your cargo and possibly your own lives. But they went ahead and did it anyway.

So, you can say whatever you want. I tell people you want to be careful about just how mad you get at this administration, because do not forget, they are in the cockpit and you are on their plane. I have mixed feelings about bad news with Biden, because I am aware of the fact that every goofy thing he does has a consequence for my kids. So, he has to figure out how to work this thing out. 

Paul Prayed for His Unfinished Assignment

What Paul did was he prayed. He prayed for his unfinished assignment. You do not have authority over the freedom of will of other people to do what they do with America. But you have authority over your own destiny. And what Paul did was he prevailed with an angel that came on board that ship and that angel came down. And this is a remarkable piece of information there. 

In the twenty-seventh chapter of the Book of Acts, the angel comes to Paul and says, “Paul, you have an assignment in Rome. You are like a FedEx package. My job is to deliver you. And you know how the Boss is, He is in a good mood today, so He is giving you all two hundred and seventy-eight souls that are on board this ship. Get this. They are now sailing with you.”

Key: Because the people of God continue to pray, a shift will occur and the unfinished assignment will begin to be fulfilled. Hold steady. 

Most people miss this. In the midst of the shaking and the devastation, when the natural people gave up hope, Intercessor Paul gets a prophetic update directly from Heaven and God says, “You have an appointment in Rome. And from now on, the knuckleheads that did not listen to you are sailing with you. You are no longer with them. As far as the authority of what is going on in the shaking and the natural looks like they are in charge, but in the Spirit, the Boss just tipped it over. It is your ship.” You guys catch that? We have not hit that moment, but that is where we are heading, and I wrote it in my book.

So, what takes place next? Ship breaks up. God is going to have to deliver a message to people, if they do not listen to Him. And so, the ship breaks up. But they are still alive. The most important thing is, they did not lose their life. 

When they land at this weird place called Malta, the first thing that happens is the apostle Paul becomes famous for all the wrong reasons. He is throwing wood on a fireplace and out of the heat comes a viper. A venomous viper and everyone on the island knows that bite should cause you to die. 

He is now famous on the island as the most cursed guy. They even say it. “Imagine that. How odd that a ship would be that lucky, that it would break apart within swimming distance of us. But that guy is evidently so evil, he does not even last five minutes on the island and God is killing him already.”

It is like getting out of a burning plane and getting run over by the ambulance. This guy is cursed. And Paul sees the viper and he shakes it off in the fire. And now they are watching and they are walking up and down the beach. He is waving at them. He is walking around. He is smiling, waving at them. The crowd is growing. “Is that the guy?” “That the guy?” What do they conclude a day later? He is not a normal human being. We have never seen anyone take that hit and walk around whistling like that.

He has to go pray for the chief’s father. Now he is involved in politics. First thing Paul does is gets involved with local politics. And the chieftain of the island has a father who is dying of a bloody flux. Can you help my dad? Yeah. Let me go see him. Lays hands on him, and the guy gets healed. The chieftain goes, “This guy is for real and he is my man.”

Now everyone on that island, two hundred and eighty people that are there on that ship, all the Roman soldiers, all the captains, and all - everybody is Paul's New Apostolic Church. And so, while they are putting together the timing for the new ship, he has expanded apostolic territory. 

I am going to tell you how this works. You may not have authority that you want at the national level. But you have a replica of those seven mountains in your own backyard. You have your own newspaper, your own mayor's office, your own high school. So, you look at the seven mountains, forget about the national landscape, those principalities are doing a number. It will take longer for that ship to break down. Locally is your Malta. Malta is your local breakthrough.

Key: Each one lives in a neighborhood, and a town or city. Start there praying for the local mountains of influence. God has placed Aglow strategically. 

Trust me, this is all right there in the book. I asked the Lord, I said, “Well, what is that snake bite?” The Lord said, “That is negative press.” I said, “I do not like that, but it sure does ring true.” You will be famous for all the wrong reasons. You will have things said about you that are totally untrue. The viper will come out and bite, but it is only going to bite you because of the heat. It is because of the fire you start that it will come out to attack you. It is a compliment.

Key: Persecution can be used for your benefit. 

The good news is persecution gives you a platform. It gives you a platform of visibility, then you get to demonstrate what God gave you to demonstrate. All of your naysayers and enemies will be proven to be wrong because of the abundance of fruitfulness of what God's doing through you. Does that make sense? How many of you are up for this journey? 

Talk about recalibrating, talking about a reset. There is a reset for America and a reset for the body of Christ in the midst of the global reset of what they are doing. But we are not going quietly into the night. 

I asked the Lord, I said, “Is this it? Is this when the antichrist comes? Is this the end time?” We are always so excited about the end times when there is peace and prosperity. Everybody loves to read books about the end times. Then suddenly, when it looks like martyrdom and death, destruction, everybody is not so sure they want to go to into the end times. 

Here is the final thought. Luke 21, the Lord said tell them this. So, in Luke 21, Jesus says, “You are going to hear wars and rumors or war. And you are going to hear about famines and earthquakes. And these are the beginnings of sorrows. And before those things, I lay hands on you and bring you before rulers and governors, but this is going to be an opportunity for you to testify to them. Now men's hearts are going to fail them for fear of those things that are coming upon the Earth.”

But listen to this. This is the part people miss. “When these things begin to happen down here on shaking, planet Earth. I want you to look up.” Oh, this is interesting. “Look up. Do not look at the news.” That is why I want to do the Pentecostal Rush routine. I want to be able to give people accurate and incisive insight on what is happening, and I want to pull the veil back and show what God is doing in the midst of it and give people encouragement because we are called to rock this boat. 

So, here is what Jesus said. “Look up for your redemption draws nigh,” - which is King James for near. But the word that blew my mind, which I wrote in my book out there. It is the word for ‘draws nigh.’ It does not mean it is near like it is close to the midnight hour. It is getting later and later, it is getting closer to the rapture. That is not what it means. It does not refer to drawing near in terms of time. That word in Greek means drawing near in terms of proximity. Heaven is literally coming towards earth.

This explains what in the world is happening with all the shaking going on, this is where I was writing my book. I said Trump is a Cyrus. 

I am the guy that put that out there so evangelicals would feel comfortable with it because they were going, “Has he said the prayer yet?” Everybody is all worried about if Donald Trump has said the prayer. That is how weird we are. God sends you a deliverer. Did he say the prayer? Yes, he said it at least half a dozen times with half a dozen evangelists. They have all made him pray. We all make him pray a sinner’s prayer. I am concerned that he thinks he has to do it every day to get saved. 




Build Me a House

Anyway, the earth is shaking. But why? Because under the Cyrus, in Haggai, God said, I want you to build Me a house. A house, my friends. God is shaking Heaven and earth because He wants to have a house. But you and I all know it is not a physical house, but it is a spiritual house made up of living stones that come together like you are now.

He wants relationships among His people that form such a dynamic environment that is irresistible to the Glory of God. And God's Glory shows up and inhabits the house of relationships that He puts together who are an Ecclesia that administrates what is happening in the nations.

This has been Aglow’s call from the beginning. I am just saying you have to get really close to it now, because this is why all hell is breaking loose, because God is after something. 

Key: Aglow’s call has always been to make a place for God’s Presence that showcases His Glory to the world. 

He is tired of playing church. He shut it down. I think He allowed it to get shut down. He knows pastors would discover Zoom and offerings. So, the whole gathering thing got messed up because God is reconfiguring the body right now. It is a corporate recalibrating and reset.

One Accord

So, here is what the Lord is after. A house cannot exist unless you have two or more people gathered in it and they have to have a certain quality called one accord. One accord is the word in Greek, homothumadon. It is where we get the word thermal from. It means like a thermos bottle. It can retain affection. It does not get cold when lawlessness comes in. It stays hot because it knows how to handle the Presence of God and stays in right relationship with each other. 

So, watch how this works. Hell is here. This is called Second Heaven. Jesus is here. This is called Third Heaven. Redemption, Heaven. So, what is happening? Jesus is coming. And I cannot explain how, except that the closer He gets, the more pressure it puts on this rebellious hierarchy in Second Heaven.

And so, Satan is under this weight of Glory. It is like the devil is working with us like a boa constrictor to suck the life out of us, the oxygen, the liberty. But that is only because he is getting squeezed out of his place.

If you see this, simplifying the complex with one picture can set you so free. Because when you see things get worse, you go oh ah, we are not winning here. Why aren’t we? Our prayers are not working. No, maybe they are working. Maybe God's idea is alright. We are going to break that thing up. We are going to deal with some divine discipline and reorganizing in the midst of this. But remember, they are sailing with you. 

Watch how this works. Hell is now being pushed down. This is why it says in Haggai, go back and read Haggai again. “I am shaking the Heavens and the earth.” Haggai 2:6-7 If we are receiving a Kingdom that cannot be shaken, then know this, Heaven never gets shook. The furniture does not move around in Heaven. It is all locked in. It is an unshakable place. 

So, if God is shaking the heavens and the earth, then it has to do with all the thrones, dominions, principalities and powers that were made by Jesus for Jesus that rebelled against Him and are now having their visitation. And He is overturning thrones. This results in political and economic upheavals and reiterations and spasms throughout the Earth. Jesus described as nation against nation, kingdom against kingdom and all this chaos. But He said, your job is, do not look at that, look up. Because if you look at it, you are looking at what is happening. If you look up, you will see what is behind it. 

Key: When you see chaos all around, look up and see that it is being caused by Heaven coming down and hell being squeezed out. 

So, redemption is physically closer than it has ever been before. Hell, unfortunately, is closer than it has ever been before because it is being pushed down. That is why things are getting so much more political. That is why evil is getting so much more evil. The Bible says that deceived people are going to be deceived and they are going to deceive other people and they are going to become even more deceived. 

So, you trying to prayer reverse that - you cannot prayer reverse what was already written in Scripture for the Last Days. But here is what you can do. “Darkness covers the earth and gross darkness the people, but upon you, My light will come.” Isaiah 60:2

So, the darker it gets in this arena here, the more conspicuous the Light of God - like a spotlight. The darkness creates a contrast so that the Glory that is on God's people is in sharp contrast with the chaos that is on the gloomy that do not have the hope that you have. Does that make sense? 

Stewarding God’s Kingdom on Earth

Here is what Jesus said to Michael Crott about his vision about Malta. He said, “The Lord said to me, Lance, those are My people. They are standing in their Kingdom and not shaking.” And I thought that does not make sense because it is really not their kingdom.

But now I started thinking about this. The Lord told them that they are standing in their kingdom. But you see, when you are a steward of someone else's property, if you are a good steward, you treat it like it is your own. You do not treat it less carefully, you treat it more carefully because it is not yours, it is being loaned to you. Someone gives you a car, they loan it to you. You want to make sure there is no scratches or dents. 

They are ruling over the sphere that God has given them in the Kingdom to have authority over. Paul was ruling over his Kingdom on Malta and was administrating the Kingdom of God through him on Malta. Does that make sense? 

But the language strikes me as unusual, because what Mike said was ‘their ruling’ and ‘their’ meaning that God wants you to not be like this. He wants you to identify the territory He has assigned you to so that you occupy till He comes and you do not let the devil diminish the inheritance of what was given to Jesus.

Key: Occupy in the place God has given you until Jesus comes – your neighborhood, your town, your state, your nation.

 am convinced if we had that attitude in America, we would not be backing up constantly wondering if the end is coming, persecution is here and when is the rapture? We would say this nation was not given to the devil or to the Leftist or Progressives, it was actually given for it a divine experiment in freedom. 

This is supposed to be Jesus’ nation. No, I am not going to ceed it to the devil. That is got to be the attitude of the stewards that are, in a sense stewarding the inheritance. I care about what happens to this nation.

Closing Prayer

So, Father, I thank you tonight that the Kingdom of Heaven is drawing near and that You are helping us to see with our eyes, that redemption is drawing near. You are buying back our time. You are buying back our lost opportunities. You are buying back our missed moments, You are buying back our wayward children and You are causing the house to come together. That includes our natural house and includes the bloodline, the house of sons and daughters, that they are all coming in to a divine order, even as we speak right now.

I pray if you need to have that divine recalibration with your own upgraded identity right now, stand up. I am going to ask Angels of God to mark you. If you need to have like I had to have that moment where it is time you met who you really are and you get your assignment real clear. 

Father, I thank You right now, for those who are standing into the new season of the new assignment. You are saying when you stand, Lord, I need to get upgraded. I need an upgraded revelation in who I am and what I do. I cannot be wandering around looking for my spiritual mom and dad and a prophecy. It is time that I became the spiritual mom and dad and prophet I am anointed to be. It is time that I became the rock that other people go to instead of wandering around looking for my missing piece.




Prophetic Word

I thank You, Father, that redemption is coming to Aglow right now. A first fruits, the Lord says, a first fruits of the Daughters of Zion who will be able to wag their head even at the Babylonians at the gates that have their own plans and purposes.

But God says, I am going to visit you and I am going to cause you to stand up right. For you will be in agreement with the unfinished assignment upon this ministry and the unfinished assignment upon the nations. 

Begin to contend as an Ecclesia, says the Lord, that has authority at the gates.

And do not misunderstand the shaking as being an acceleration of the wrong thing, but see it rather as an answer to divine prayers. For in the shaking, I am rearranging opportunities. In the shaking, I am moving obstacles out of the way. In the shaking, I am taking out the insurmountable things and rearranging the order of things. I am opening up gates that were long locked shut and I am repositioning you, says the Lord. I am repositioning you. Greater authority, greater access and greater utterance. 

The Lord says, I am going to make you a voice. In an age when media is saying one thing, you are going to become the media that says another, and where they may have bigger microphones, you are going to have more power. The Lord says they may have a bigger reach, but you will have a bigger impact because I am giving you tongues of fire, as in days of old, says the Lord. I am giving you tongues of fire and tons of utterance.

And even so, your prayer gatherings will be visited again with a fresh anointing and a fresh oil, and a fresh fire. And there is going to be even this adjustment that is going to come along, because the Lord says, as you make the embrace to engage the government mountain so that you contend for your neighborhood, your schools, your homes, your local communities, as you begin to take ownership of the territory around you and the inheritance that God has given you. 

The Lord just showed me something. There is a new generation of women coming in. It is the younger generation. The moms have not finished till the daughters have risen up. And there is a whole bunch of - I was with Charlie Kirk looking at 4000 of these young conservative Christians down there at the Gaylord Hotel, and I stare at them and I said, they need more Holy Ghost. They need more worship, more Jesus, more tongues, more prophecy, more Pentecostal. They need to get wild and loose over here instead of all uptight and conservative. 

Charlie has got that army out there and I am telling you, they are built to be the expansion of this vision. And you are not done until they are in their place. For the two generations shall move together, the old, the young, the dreamers of dreams and the visionaries shall run together.

The older and the younger shall run together, says the Lord. It will not be a sloppy hand-off and a wandering into place. It will be two generations running together. In Jesus’ name, Amen. 

Linda Jones: Aglow, You have your marching orders. If you have been wondering what your Lighthouse is supposed to do, you just heard it. If you have been wondering what your Area or your Regions are supposed to be doing, you just heard it. This is our day. This is the day that Aglow becomes known in a way that we have never been before. This is our destiny. This is our founding purpose. This is what God has called us for and I believe we are going to begin to see the young women come in. We have been calling them forth for quite a while but this is the day, this is the day that we see young women become part of this ministry all over the world. And for the webcasters and other nations, this is for your nation not just for this nation because this stuff is going on all over the world. So rise up, rise up. Know who you are. Know who God intends you to be. Who He intends you to be and let us stand on that line that is drawn in the sand because He has placed us there. That is where we are. We are going to stand strong for what God has called us to. You agree? Amen. Amen. Amen. I just feel like we need to take a step forward.
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